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From the Editor's Desk . . .

Reflecting the spectrum of interests of RTSD and its Council of Re-
gional Groups, the papers in this issue cover collection development, se-
rials librarianship, retrospective conversion, and the preservation of li-
brary materials in general and of newspapers in particular. These facets
of technical services librarianship seemed an appropriate theme for the
last number of Library Resources (d Technical Seraices to appear under the
present editorship. With the next issue the editor-designite will become
the editor. Sheila S. Intner brings to the post a background in technical
services librarianship based on practical experience and teaching. Her
many qualifications include alonglist of publications and editorial expe-
rience. An active member of RTSD, she is conversant with the divi-
sion's goals and concerns.

Though there can be but a single name on the masthead, it is the con-
tributions of many that make a journal a reality. It has been this editor's
good fortune to have the cooperation of many members of RTSD. The
editor is indebted to the twenty-one who have served as members of the
editorial board for their good counsel, their suggestions, and above all
for their enthusiasm and support. The need for brevity precludes their
being mentioned individually but their names have appeared on the ver-
sos of the contents pages of the last eight volumes. One name, however,
must be mentioned: a special vote of thanks goes to Ed Swanson for his
efficient preparation of a-ll of the indexes.

In smaller print on the same pages are the names of others whose work
has been essential to the regular appearance of the journal-the skilled
copy editors and design and layout staff of ALA's Central Production
IJnit, who have so graciously offered suggestions and helped solve prob-
lems over the years. The expertise of Eileen Mahoney and Chere Elliott
has been a major factor in the attractive appearance and timely arrival of
each issue.

There are many others who have helped to make the editor's lot a hap-
pier one-the authors, the referees, the members of the juries that have
selected papers for ZR Z.!. From many staff members at ALA Head-
quarters the editor has also received expert assistance. But it is to Bill
Bunnell especially that she wishes to express her appreciation. His
prompt and knowledgeable responses to requests for information and
advice and his never-failing courtesy have helped to make these eight
years a rewarding experience for this editor, who joins wholeheartedly in
the tribute on the next page.

There is no more fitting conclusion for this last editorial than Thank
yolrt -Elizabeth L. Tate.
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Tribute to Will iqm l. Bunnell

On behalf of all RTSD members both present and absent I want to
thank you, Bill, for eight-and-a-half years of loyal and dedicated service
to the division. During your term as executive director, RTSD has ex-
panded and flourished. It is recognized by the North American library
community as an innovative organization and as an exciting place for
young librarians to enhance their professional knowledge and abilities.
A large part of the recognition RTSD has received must be credited to
your efforts to expand the membership, to make it more representative
of all types of libraries, and to advertise the division's achievements and
potential. In 1980 you established the regional institutes, cooperating
with the Library of Congress on introducing AACR2 to the profession.

The second set of institutes on authorities was equally successful. A
pattern was established and the regional institutes continued. You have
played a large role in their success through coordinating and supporting
them. Without your dedication RTSD would not have been the first
ALA division to venture into teleconferencing. The 1983 program was
an overwhelming success in part because of the many extra hours you
devoted to pulling it together. Recently you introduced the informative
and helpful "Administrative Newsletter," a bulletin of current RTSD
activities and of ALA activities that impact on the operation of RTSD. I
have mentioned only a few of your significant accomplishments as exec-
utive director. All the membership joins me in wishing you every success
in your future career-

Editor's note: This tribute. occasioned bv William Bunnell's resisnation as executive
director, was written byJudith P. Cannan. president of RTSD, 

-and 
read at the first

Midwinter Meeting of the Board of Directors on January 17 , 1987 .
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The Orgonizotionql Structure
of Collecfion Developmenf

Bonito Bryont

Multiple organizational structures at present support the collection deaelopment
function in libraries. Library literature prouides little guidance in determining the
optimal organization pattern(s)for this actiuitlt. This article reaiews the influences
of organizational eaolution and intentional change, library posture toward collec-
tion deaelopment, personnel managemenl, and human perspectiues upon the estab-
lishment of an administratiue framezuork for achieaing collection deuelopment
goals. ItencouragesJurthercommunicationontheseissuestoprepareJorthelibrary
of the Juture.

rlL,, orlecuoN DEVELopMENT cAN ACcouNT FoR as much as one-third of a
library's total operating budget.' One could suppose that this places the
collection development organization of a library in a unique position of
power. Yet the organizational structure within which collection develop-
ment occurs in libraries has been accorded little attention in professional
literature or in library education. While the very existence of a library
revolves around its collections, the attention of library administrators
has focused on what has to be done to the collection (technical services)
and on what can be done with the collection (public services) rather than
on the creation of the collection itself. Two possible factors prompt what
appears to be a reluctance to discuss how the development of collections
fits into the organizational structure of modern libraries. One is an as-
sumption that collection development has occurred and will continue to
occur regardless of who does it or what position the process occupies in
the distribution of personnel resources. The other is an awareness of the
difficulties in measuring the results of the process qualitatively and in
measuring the process itself quantitatively. These uncertainties make it
uncomfortable to address collection development organization in an era
which emphasizes accountability for fiscal and human resources.

Much current library literature speculates about the impending
changes in organizational structure for libraries of the future. Charles
Osburn sees collection development as central to the library's future role
in bringing together the information universe and the community.'
Some librarians might find hope and comfort in the absence of a stan-

Bonita Bryant is Head, Collection Development Department, University Libraries,
State (Jniversity of New York, Albany.
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dardized approach to collection development practices among contem-
porary libraries, believing that this function will then be free to find its
proper niche in the library organization of tomorrow, unfettered by the
rigidity with which libraries have ordered traditional technical and pub-
lic services. It seems more reasonable, however, to suggest that collec-
tion development's future centrality demhnds a theoretical and practical
base from which to contemplate its eventual organizational manifesta-
tions.

As a whole, the literature about collection development deals more
with tasks to be accomplished than it does with who performs them. Be-
cause organizational structure both depends upon and generates the
roles of individuals involved in specific activities, one might suppose that
examination of the many articles describing the work of collection devel-
opers should guide an inquiry into the optimal organization of collection
development. The 1960s and 1970s yielded many discussions of the role
ofselectors, subject specialists, and bibliographers (referred to as collec-
tion developers in this paper), in both American and British libraries,
but no conclusions were reached about their appropriate place in the to-
tal library organization. More recent publications have acknowledged
the role of the collection development officer but have not placed this role
in organizational perspective either.

Some effort has been made to describe existing organizational pat-
terns for collection development. Elaine Sloan's doctoral dissertation ex-
amined the variations in collection development organizations among a
group of large university libraries and observed three basic patterns.'

Jeanne Sohn recently surveyed academic libraries among the member-
ship of the Association of Research Libraries' andJames Bobick is col-
lecting quite different information for an ARL SPEC kit on this topic.
Rose Mary Magrill and Doralyn Hickey provide brief but useful obser-
vations about collection development organizations in various types of
libraries.' No one has written prescriptively about this issue, although
o.pinions have not been absent when it has been discussed at the collec-
tion management and development institutes sponsored by the Ameri-
can Library Association's Resources Section, Resources and Technical
Services Division.

Some of the factors that should affect a library's choice of an organiza-
tional structure for collection development are

1. an understanding of the organizational evolution of libraries to-
ward recognition of collection development as a separate function;

2. differentiation among postures adopted by libraries toward the
collection development function;

3. awareness of the variety of and problems present in existing pat-
terns of organization for collection development; and

4. consideration of the human element-the expectations and con-
flicts that postures and organizational patterns impose upon collec-
tion development personnel.

To facilitate discussion of these factors, the definition of collection de-
velopment provided by William Hannaford will be useful: "the inten-
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tional and systematic building of a library collection. "u Emphasis is on
the words intentional and qtstematic, for Hannaford contends that while
every library builds its collections, collection development can only be
said to occur when selection, weeding, evaluation, and budgeting are
characterized by these two terms. Hannaford further identifres a group
of conditions that signal the presence of collection development in a li-
brary:

existence of a collection development policy; control of and responsibility for the
materials budget by the library; presence of someone in the library who is, in
effect, the chief collection development officer; librarians who select, weed,
evaluat€, budget, and allocate; the presence of a collection development organi-
zatton,

CoLLEcTIoN DEVELoPMENT As FUNCTIoN

The larger a library grows in terms of funding and staff size, the more
complex i ts  organizat ional  s t ructure becomes,  u l t imate ly  de-
emphasizing the basic functions of the library. The very multiplicity of
organizational patterns currently in use to provide structure for collec-
tion development may be symptomatic of a failure to recognize collec-
tion development as a basic library function, so aptly characterized by
Hannaford.

To state that the collection is the foundation of a library's existence
may seem obvious: once an initial collection is established, further col-
lection development can and does occur no matter how simple or com-
plex the library organization is. What is not so obvious is thal the recog-
ni t ion of  co l lect ion development  as a basic  l ibrary funct ion,
complementing the functions of cataloging, circulation, reference, and
acquisitions, is critical to the future quality of the collection.

It is helpful to place collection development in the context of the evolu-
tion of library organizational structure. In the simplest model, the roles
of collection development officer and collection developer are subsumed
by the role of "librarian." A profrle of the collectionand plans for its
growth can be assumed to exist in the librarian's head, if not on paper.
As soon as a library organization expands to include more than one li-
brarian, one librarian assumes the role of director, and organizational
patterns are established in a fairly linear sequence.

The director reserves direct control of budget and of determining how
funds are spent (for personnel, equipment, and collections) longer than
of those tasks involving processing materials (cataloging), making them
available to users (circulation), and interpreting the collection to users
(reference). The director eventually delegates liaison with users, prior to
relinqqis6;g selection and materials budget control, by accepting the
reference librarian's interpretation of user needs as a framework for se-
lecting additions to the collection. When the budget becomes large
enough that control of its details interferes with the director's overall re-
sponsibility for the library's pursuit of its mission and with the growing
need to manage anorganization, the director delegates responsi6ility for
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nizational structure.
Common responses are to assign responsibility either-to the ac,quisi-

tions unit or the reference unit. As the budget increases, the acquisitions
librarian increasingly becomes vendor liaison, accountant, and the con-
troller of recurring expenditures (serials). As the number of reference
librarians grows, s-eleciio.r responsibility shifts almost entirely to the ref-

erence staff. These two events then impede collection development as
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libraries' experiences were documented as guides to organizational
change of this important library function.

Posrunr oN CoLLEcTIoN DEvELoPMENT

The value a library places upon developing its collections might be
expressed by the proportion of its total staff dedicated to this effort.
However, no one has ventured to estimate what a satisfactory propor-
tion of personnel resources should be. Charts published in the Council
on Library Resources' Economics of Research Libraries indicate that re-
search libraries actually assign 11.9 percent of their librarians and 3.8
percent of total staff to collection develgpment;" college libraries devote
B percent and2.1 percent respectively." Because -eairres of productiv-
ity for collection developers have not been established, colleciion devel-
opment might appear to be either the least expensive library operation
or a dark hole, down which any available personnel resources could be
poured with no end in sight. But Charles Osburn reminds us that

In terms of its place within the organization, a constant nagging problem of col-
lection development has been its projected image as a "sbft"-irea . . it is a
function that has been regarded as one taking place behind the scenes, there-
fore, in-significant in visibility . . . [which] hai meant that it is the activity that
can be foregone or delayed whqn one of the more normalized or visible activities
requires additional attention. "

Osburn further states that "with the degree of change-at the heart of
which will be collection development-I-ibraries wilf experience in the
next,two decades, standards comprehensible to the general profession
will have to be established for collection development as an brganized
activity. "'* It is clear that Osburn supports the cbntention that li"braries
have a tendency to minimize staff inveitment in collection development,
whatever their public posture about collections may be.

It is important, then, in the consideration of organizational structure
for collection development, that the posture of the library be defined and
either validated by staff investment or changed when staffing conf,rgura-
tions are modifred. Three postures toward collection development can
be detected in most libraries' organizational structures an acquisitions
posture which acknowledges minimal staff investment aselectioz posture
which proclaims the library's intent to bear responsibility for new addi-
tions to its collections and for consultation with the library's patron com-
munity regarding purchases; or a collection management and deaelopment pos-
ture which perceives the l ibrary 's  co l lect ions as comparable in
importance to its more visible services.

The basic characteristic of an acquisitions Dosture is reliance on exter-
nal selection of the majority of .r.* lib.u.y materials. College libraries
may have little choice but to adopt this posture when faculty actually
control acquisitions funds; other academic libraries may choose to allow
collections to grow almost exclusively through faculty selections, making
little attempt to analyze and anticipate fulfillment of the library's mis-
sion. Special libraries frequently depend upon patron selection for the
majority of their collection growth, even if they have managed to obtain
some form of budgetary control. Members of school and public library
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systems sometimes find their collection building dependent upon a sys-
temwide committee's decisions. Even large public and academic li-

braries may choose to adopt an acquisitions posture by depending upon

comprehensive approval plans andTor blanket orders. The only vestiges

of a iollection development policy may be an approval profile or alloca-

tions made to academic departments. Few librarians are involved in

ern selection.

ate time the library administration can be signaled that its posture no

longer reflects the realities of personnel investment. At that point either

staffing or posture must be amended.

OnceNrzerIoNAL CoxrrcunATroNs

Although Sloan's dissertation identified three basic patterns of orga-

nizational configuration for collection development i! large. university
libraries (4, 5, and 6 below), there are additiorral confrgurations extant
in the broader spectrum of iibrary types (small academic libraries, pub-
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lic, special and school libraries, and library systems). They include
1. collection development that is performed by a single librarian;
2. separate subject-oriented segments of the library, each of which

has its own collection developer(s) who may or may not report to a
collection development officer (other than the director);

3. collection development that is the function of a committee that re-
views suggestions from patrons and staff, making final purchase
decisions;

4. a group of librarians who come together to perform collection de-
velopment activities and then disperse to their primary assign-
ments throughout the library;

5 . a unit of full- or part-time collection developers that is subsumed
by a larger division of the library;
a unit of collection developers that is separate from other divisions
of the library; or

7. the collection development unit that subsumes one or more other
library functions, such as acquisitions, special collections, or inter-
library loan (creative thinking can add to this list of possibilities).

Libraries that operate day-to-day collection development activities in
one of the configurations cited above may also use a committee format
for certain types of decision making. Such committees may include per-
sons other than collection developers.

Large library systems may combine elements of the seven configura-
tions, and they may have a variety of centralized and dispersed methods
of effecting collection development. In some cases centralization may
pertain only to the mechanics of acquisitions, but in others centralized
selection committees make purchase decisions for all constituent branch
libraries (a topic of some controversy among public librarians).

Resource sharing among libraries has potential for additional struc-
tures that may impinge upon the decision making of collection devel-
opers in member libraries. Such topics as expensive titles or continua-
tions duplication (or prevention of same) may be dealt with at this level,
as well as collection analysis and comparison. Resource sharing between
even two libraries involves some structure superimposed upon the indi-
vidual libraries' patterns of operation and could eventually result in
agreement to structure the enterprise identically in each to ease com-
munication and process.

There is certainly potential for controversy about which configuration
is best (1) for the library and its collections, (2) for the collection develop-
ment operation, (3) for the collection development officer, and (4) for the
individual collection developer. For example, disagreement surfaced at
the Cincinnati Collection Management and Development Institute
when Ross Atkinson advocated. full-time bibliographers and Cecily
Johns defended the reference-bibliographer approach." Yet group dis-
cussions invariablv vield the conclusion that whatever works best for a
specific library shouid prevail, without regard for whether the organiza-
tion was created by evolution or by careful analysis of collection develop-
ment as an organizational function and without a clear definition of
"works best for the library. "

Different definitions could be expected from the three principal par-

6 .
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ticipants in the collection development organization of any ljbrary. The
director might consider that an existing structure "works" because few
complaints from patrons about the collection or collection developers
reach the " front offrce,' ' funds are promptly expended, and few person-
nel problems are presented for resolution. Thus collection development
retains its invisibility. The collection development officer may believe
that the organization works if similar conditions are met and suffrcient
time is a,railable for the accomplishment of substantive challenges, such
as preparation of policies, collection evaluations, and budget alloca-
tions. The collection developer concedes that the organization works if a
great degree of autonomy is permitted or if responsibilities are clearly
described and sufficient time is available for accomplishing all assign-
ments, including maintaining awareness of the literature, maintaining
contact with patrons, spending allocated funds, and performing collec-
tion management tasks. Perhaps invisibility is a comfort to all, but it
hardly enhinces their perceptions of the importance of their daily contri-
butions to the library.

The goal of any collection development organization must be to pro-
vide the library with a collection that meets the appropriate needs of its
client population, within the limitations of its frscal and personnel re-
sourcei. To reach this goal each segment of the collection must be devel-
oped with an application of resources consistent with its relative impor-
tance to the mission of the library and the needs of its patrons.

Coordination of the efforts of a group of people is implicit in all but the
first of the organizational structures described above. Some libraries
have chosen to recognize this fact by giving the collection development
officer the title "coordinator. " Collection development, perhaps more
than any other library function, is a team effort; allocation of human and
fiscal resources for the enterprise must be accompanied by a common
understanding of priorities and consistent attention to them' Only when
these requirements are met can an organizational structure for collection
development be said to "work."

One issue that arises in discussions among collection development of-
ficers as a deterrent to smooth operation of a collection development or-
ganization is chain of command. When the collection development offi-
ier is not accorded the position of assistant director, some exceptions to
the reporting system for the rest of the library's divisions can occur. Di-
rectori are understandably sensitive to the need to have an immediate
link with the person to whom responsibility for large amounts ofrnoney
is dele gated. So a department head reporting theoretically (and for per-
sonnel purposes) to an assistant director may join the director's advisory
team or may bear department head title and report to the director as an
anomaly in the advisory team otherwise composed of assistant directors.
Equally incongruous is the assistant director for collection development
w6o, unlike others with this title, has no line responsibility for collection
developers. The common characteristic of such organizational irregu-
laritieJ is that they destroy the symmetry of an organization chart that
seeks to equalize responsibility for people at its next-to-the-top level.
More cumbersome, ho*ever, is the role of the collection development
offrcer who reports to an assistant director and does not participate on
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ments to accomplish necessary work of more than one library function.
It is difficult to believe that legitimating this trend in personnel use can
be satisfying for the collection developer even if it clarifies reporting
lines.

THE HUMAN FAcToR

whose work is not constrained by fiscal limitations.
Some time problems of collection developers may be the result of the

phenomenon Osburn has observed that invisible collection development
organizations are easily raided when other library functions demand in-
fusions of personnel time. They may reflect frustration brought about by
inconsistent patterns of institutional funding over a number of years,
particularly when compared with inflation, publishing patterns, and
changing patron needs. Further stimuli for these problems may be found
in poor personal time management or lack of leadership from library
management.

The most severe time issues arise when
1. all assigned collection developers' hours are consumed by selec-

tion, but the library's offrcial posture requires more (a coilection

_ management and development posture);
2. insufficient time is available for selection alone, so that unwise pur-

chases seem the only solution to spending the budget (a repetilion
of 1960s mistakes);

3. some collection developers find time for selection and other activi-
ties, while others do not, requiring reassessment of the principles
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for distribution of subject responsibilities as well as the appropri-
ateness of individual behavior.

Time seems equally important whether the organization is based on
part-time assignments or on full-time ones, whether assignments are
na..o* 

"nongh 
to justify expectations of in-depth subject expertise or

broad enough to recognize that no one can be equally expert across the

duced staffing;
4. to enable library administrators to proclaim that the collection is

ture or the dimensions of the patron populace.

Team approaches to collection management projects requile careful co-

ordination of time, especially when deadlines are involved. So collection
developers can't be accorded carte blanche for approaching their com-
mon goals.

The part-time collection developer is at a particular disadvantage
whethei reporting directly to the collection development officer or to an-
other administraior. Noncollection development work is more easily
measurable, so there is a natural tendency to complete the work frrst and
"fit" the collection development assignment around it. This arrange-
ment results either in less than satisfactory time spent on collection de-
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velopment or the extension of total hours at work far beyond those nor-
mally expected of other library employees.

Collection development officers with line authority over some or all of
the collection developers (as well as support staff) are burdened with the
normal loads of personnel activities as well as with responsibility for
judging the work of subject specialists, whose talents are not all repli-
cated in the person of the collection development officer. Leadership in
developing strategy for accomplishing necessary collection management
tasks is frequently thwarted by the diversity of subject-oriented perspec-
tives among those who will perform the minute steps of which such proj-
ects are composed.

In addition to involvement with traditional collection management
and development issues, the collection development offrcer must re-
spond to a wide array of policy issues impinging upon collection develop-
ment at the librarywide level. Many such activities are exceedingly time-
consuming; for example, budget analysis can include compilation and
manipulation of data not always the by-product of an automated system.
Collection development officers may find themselves in public relations
roles with Friends of the Library organizations, in negotiation of gifts,
and when representing the collection development program to library
governing agencies (boards oftrustees, faculty organizations, and aca-
demic administrators) and to external resource-sharing organizations.

Responding to these diverse challenges is frequently frustrated by lack
of sufficient support staff, both for collection developers in seeing their
requests for purchase and evaluation list-checking performed and for the
collection development officer who requires data gathering aqd secretar-
ial assistance. The charts in The Economics of Research Libraries'" show col-
lection development to be conspicuously short of nonprofessionals and
student assistants while technical services, public services, and adminis-
tration enjoy ratios of two to one or better. Existing support staff may be
too few in number or at a level of expertise too low to afford satisfactory
response to legitimate needs of collection development work.

CoNcr,usron
Important ingredients in the success of a collection development orga-

nization are (1) whether the organization is totally a product of evolution
or also the result of conscious efforts to arrive at a configuration condu-
cive to the organizational mission; (2) the posture toward collection de-
velopment espoused by the library in relation to its available resources;
(3) the satisfactory confrguration of reporting mechanisms; and (4) the
congruence of time and support staffing in relation to expectations for
individual and group performance.

Libraries would be well advised to assess their collection development
organizations periodically to ensure that the power implicit in the invest-
ment of enormous resources (more than-$500 million forcollege and uni-
versity library materials alone in 1982") is supported by structures and
personnel levels that deny the anonymity of this important library func-
tion. As demands for accountability increase, the collection develop-
ment organization must assert itself by defrning its activities and finding
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an appropriate place in the larger library organization. Information
about the varieties of organizational structures for collection develop-
ment must be shared among libraries, their merits debated, and mea-
sures of their effectiveness identifred. Active participation in profes-
sional organizations and contributions to the professional literature by
librarians who have experimented with and ana)yzed organizational
structures for collection development will be important to the future role
of the collection development function in libraries.
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Collection Developmenl
Orgo nizotionol Potterns
in ARI Librories

Jeonne Sohn

This article is the result oJ a suraey of ninety-three acadmtic libraries in the United
States that zuere members of the Association oJ Research Libraries in 1983-84.
The purpose of the suraey was to discoaer the speciJic organizational patterns that
currentl2 existfor collection dzoelopment. Findings reaeal that, although a uarietlt
oJ patterns exist, the one outstanding deuelopment has been the upgrading of the unit
responsiblefor collection deaelopment. Other characteristics of collection deaelop-
ment units and responsibilities of collection deuelopment stafJ are discussed. The
paper concludes that no specfic organizational pattern is predominant in ARL
libraries.

r
\,1 ollrclroN DEVELoeMENT HAS A HrsroRy or being something of an
organizational stepchild in academic libraries. For many years the de-
velopment of collections was the exclusive domain of the chief librarian
and the teaching faculty or, in some cases, the university bibliographer.
These individuals had enormous influence in the shaping of library col-
lections during the first two-thirds of the twentieth century. Gradually,
however, and for many reasons, changes in this structure emerged. As
libraries became larger and more complex, as budgets for materials
grew, and as librarians' status within the academic community gained
credibility, responsibility for collection development began to involve
more librarians. A common structure was that of the bibliography de-
partment, comprising the chief bibliographer and several subject spe-
cialists, still working closely with the teaching faculty. As more libraries
felt the need to increase the numbers of librarians working with collec-
tion development, many different organizational patterns developed.
The functions of collection development were never as clearly defined as
many of the other functions in libraries. Cataloging was always consid-
ered a technical service; reference was always considered a public ser-
vice. The question many libraries had to face was where to place collec-
tion development in the administrative scheme of things. In many

Jeanne Sohn is Assistant Dean for Collection Development, University of New Mexico
General Libraries, Albuquerque.
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institutions the logical place seemed to be in technical services because of
the close link with the acquisitions function; indeed, many acquisitions
departments took over the collection development function entirely.
Other institutions maintained a separate bibliography department, al-

northeastern United States identifred a number of these basic patterns in
1973.' Several years later Wilmer H. Baatz studied collection develop-
ment in nineteen of the largest Assoc^iation of Research Libraries (ARL)
and discovered even more patterns."

These studies have yielded little guidance, however, in defining a spe-
cihc effective model; what has resulted over time has been a wide variety
of structures for the collection development unit, with no single structure
developing as a model. Controversy has existed regarding the best or
most effective way to organize collection development, and there is a
sense of frustration that something is wrong with the current organiza-

concerns.

units are organized. Possibly specific patterns would emerge or new
trends could be determined that would lead to a more satisfying collec-
tion development structure if these libraries were queried regarding
their own specific organizational patterns.

DTSCNTPTTON OF THE SURVEY

A questionnaire was developed and sent to the 93 academic libraries
in the United States that were members of ARL in 1983-84' Because of
the desire to correlate specific responses to questions to the overall ARL
ranking of the library, the 1983-84 Association of Research Libraries
Annual Survey was used. This volume is the last not to request that over-
all ranking be kept confidential. The survey itself was designed to be as
simple as possible to answer, given the complexity of the topic. Many
"y€s/no" and single-word responses were included; opportunity was
provided for additional comment on any given question, and fuller ex-
planation was encouraged.

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

The response to the survey was gratifying: a total of 73 libraries,
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78.5% of those queried, returned the questionnaires. Of the responses,
7 0 , or 7 5 .2% of those que ried, were valid responses. Since the question-
naires were individually coded, it was possible to ascertain which li-
braries responded. Needless to say, confidentiality of individual respon-
dents was guaranteed. However, with the coding it was possible to
determine that there was a good distribution of responses, both in terms
of library size and geographical location.

The frrst five questions were devised to f,rnd out who in the library had
responsibility for collection development and the span of control as-
signed. The questionnaire was sent to a specific individual when the
name of the person was known. In the remaining cases it was directed to
"Collection Development Officer." Exactly 60% of the valid respon-
dents indicated that they are administratively in charge of all collection
development in their institutions. The remaining 40% indicated avari-
ety of exclusions from their span of control. Most typically special collec-
tions was the unit not included, although branch libraries were also fre-
quently not under the control of the collection development offrcer. A
third unit mentioned occasionally was the law or medical library. It is
difficult to ascertain whether or not many other libraries have this as an
exclusion since law and medical libraries often do not fall under the ad-
ministration of the general library director and frequently exist on their
own separate campuses with their own administrative structures. They
may interact with the main library in some cooperative way but not in
terms of formal administrative structure.

In helping to define the administrative role of the collection develop-
ment officer, each person surveyed was asked to specify his or her exact
title, to whom the person reports and how each would classify his or her
position. Of course the titles varied greatly and some were quite cre-
ative. Overwhelmingly, however, the titles indicated that the collection
development ofhcer is placed at the assistant or associate director level.
In some cases the title also indicated an additional responsibility, e.g.,
associate director for collection management and technical services, as-
sociate director for collections and public services. When asked specif,r-
cally to classify their positions by level, 60.3% responded that their posi-
tions were at the level of assistant or associate director, thereby
confirming the obvious supposition that the title is reflective of the level
of responsibility. Only 20.6% responded that their positions were classi-
fred at the department head level; even fewer (8.87o) were classified as
coordinators. The remaining responses varied and could not be classi-
fred into any of the stipulated levels. Regardless of the level of the posi-
tion, 52 of the respondents (7+.3%) indicated that they report directly to
the chief administrative officer of the library. The remaining respon-
dents report to technical services (6), public services (2), and deputy or
associate directors (4). Two specified no collection development unit.
Four others specified titles that were unclassifiable given how the re-
sponse was made. This distribution would indicate that most academic
ARL libraries consider collection development an important function
and one which should not be relegated to a lower position in the hierar-
chical chain. It is interesting to note that there seems to be a slight corre-
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lation between size of library and the relative position of the collection
development officer, since the libraries that assign collection develop-
ment responsibilities to department heads rather than to assistant/asso-
ciate directors tend to fall into the mid-to-lower ranges of ARL library
rankings.

A more complex issue, i.e., the organizational structure of collection
development within ARL libraries, was to be determined by the next set
of questions. More than half of the respondents (57 .1% or 40 respon-
dents) indicated that collection development is a separate unit within the
library, while 17 .1% (12) of the libraries have placed it in technical ser-
vices and 1+.3% (10) have placed it in public services. Of the remaining
B respondents, 6 (B.B%) indicate a variety of locations, including plan-
ning and resource development, administration, or bibliographic ser-
vices, and 2 reiterated that there are no collection development units in
their libraries.

The answers to the question about the chief collection development
officer's line responsibility for the selectors/bibliographers brought di-
vergent answers. Bxactly half of those libraries with collection develop-
ment units indicated that they do have line responsibility and23.57o in-
dicated that they do not. However, 20.6% responded that they have line
responsibility for some of the selectors but not for all. Many of these re-
spondents added that within the specific department, line responsibility
exists but that there are selectors outside the department for whom they
do not have such responsibility. Some of these may be reference librari-
ans, some are branch heads, or selectors assigned throughout the library
system. In some cases, the responsibility is coordinative. There seems to
be little correlation between line responsibility, the level of the position,
where the department is placed administratively, or overall ARL rank-
mg.

In an attemptto analyze the span of control of collection development
officers, they were asked if there were other major units for which they
had line responsibility. Twenty-five respondents indicated that they had
none. The remaining answers varied greatly from full divisional to
smaller departmental responsibilities. The unit most frequently desig-
nated was special collections, with 11 respondents indicating responsi-
bility for this area; preservation and acquisitions were the next two most
frequently cited units, with a response of 10 each. In a correlated ques-
tion, the librarians were asked what additional functions were attached
to the collection development unit. This question is differentiated from
the previous one in that the function does not refer to a separate adminis-
trative unit per se. Although 23 libraries indicated that collection devel-
opment was the sole function, 47 libraries include at least one and fre-
quently several different functions within the collection development
unit. Table 1 indicates the variety of responses.

To determine the span of control that collection development librari-
ans have over personnel, they were first asked how many people report
to them directly. The responses ranged from 0 to 36, with the most typi-
cal situations represented by 1 to B people. However, when asked how
many people perform selection in the library system, the responses
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TABLE 1
AoprrroNer, FuNcrroNs AovrnrsrRnrrvpr-v
Arrecuno ro Cor,r.ecrron DnvBropuBrqr

Additional
Functions

Single
Additional
Functions

Multiple
Additional
Functions

Acquisitions
Bibliographic searching
Preservation
Gifts and exchange
Other:

Special projects
Fund-raising
Copyright
Publicity

0
4
8
5

1 0
1 8
20
24

0
1

0
0

2
0

Interlibrary loan 0
Coqrputer searching 0

changed dramatically, again with a very broad range but expanded from
9 to 7O-plus people. Eight institutions have 30 selectors, seven institu-
tions have 22 selectors, and five institutions have 10 selectors. Most of
the other institutions were grouped in the range of 9 to 35 with the higher
numbers of selectors not unexpectedly being employed by the larger
ARL institutions. Very few collection development officers have all of
the selectors reporting to them; only B indicated this to be the case.
Eleven librarians indicated that the selectors report to them for their col-
lection development responsibilities only, while 45 simply responded
that not all of the selectors report to them.

Selector responsibilities vary from institution to institution. Not quite
half (45.7 %) of the libraries stated that the selectors are responsible not
only for single subjects but also for large disciplines. Selection for single
subjects only are next represented by 2+.3% of the libraries while selec-
tion for large disciplines only is represented by 21 .4% . The remaining
8.6% of the libraries, six in all, indicated that selection responsibilities
are broken down by area studies. The overall ARL ranking of the library
does not appear to be a factor in determining selector responsibilities,
nor does it appear to be a factor in the proportion of time that selectors
spend on collection development responsibilities.

Although a number of the higher-ranked institutions appear to have
more full-time selectors than do the lower-ranked schools, there still is a
reasonable number of full- and part-time selectors at all institutions.
Only three institutions, each of which is one of the frfty largest ARL li-
braries, have nothing but full-time selectors. Conversely, 29 libraries
(+1 .+%)indicate thaLil of the selectors are less than half time. When the
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part of collectioh development. Selection and liaison with the teaching
faculty are usually the standard ones. F{owever, additional collection de-
velopment assignments frequently include collection evaluation, spe-
ciilized reference assistance, online searching, preservation decisions,
and specialized bibliographic instruction. The only two areas included
on the survey that seem to be excluded occasionally from the responsibil-
ities of the selector are "contribution to policy" and "budget manage-
ment." The pattern that has emerged from these responses is that most
institutions have many part-time selectors, all of whom have many col-
lection development responsibilities but whoalso have other primary re-
sponsibilities as well. Both Baatz'and Bryant" have commented critically
on this somewhat unwieldy arrangement for the part-time selector who
must wear many hats with little time to accomplish anything adequately.
The collection development offrcer has the unenviable position of trying
to coordinate the work of all these individuals without any line responsi-
bility for them.

The next series of questions was designed to give an indication of the
amount of control or responsibility that the collection development offi-
cer has in a variety of functions. The f,rrst question determines whether
or not a collection development committee plays a role within the li-
brary. Forty-six of the librarians queried (65.7Vo) stated that their li-
braries have collection development committees. Of these, more than
half (27 respondents) indicated that the committee is advisory only; 4
respondents stated that it is policy-making only; 2 indicated that it is de-
cision making only. The remaining 13 indicate that the committee has a
combined function with the emphasis on the advisory/policy-making
functions. The ARL ranking of the library does not appear to be corre-
lated with the existence of such a committee since there is an even distri-
bution throughout the range of libraries. Composition of the individual
library committees varies, although in almost every case the collection
development officer is a member of it. The next most frequent member
is the selector, with 82.6% of the libraries including selectors on their
collection development committees. Other members in order of fre-
quency are branch heads, department heads, and library administra-
tors. No committee, interestingly enough, has any teaching faculty on it.
Most of the members of the collection development committees are ap-
pointed; 43 of the respondents are in this position and almost consis-
tently the appointments are made administratively. Either the collection
development officer or the library director makes the appointments in
most of the cases.

Since at one time teaching faculty had a very strong role to play in the
development of collections, it seemed appropriate to examine whether or
not the library had managed to regain that control. Three factors were
chosen as being indicative of the role faculty may have had or in some
cases would like currently to have. Respondents were asked to rank the
amount of control, from zero to five, five being complete control. A sum-
mary of the responses is shown in table 2.

It is clear that no responding institution believes that faculty has com-
plete control of any of these collection development activities. Indeed
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TABLE 2
Facurry CoNrnoL op Cor.recrrox Devsr.oplrdewr Fut.tcrroNs

Functions
Degree of control

0 1 2 3 4
Total

5 resDonses

Selection of materials
Allocation of funds
Expenditure of funds

most are of the opinion they have none at all or at least very little. Many
respondents noted that they solicit advice from the faculty, particularly
in the area of selection of materials. They also indicated that the library
informs faculty of selection decisions and solicits input from them. Sev-
eral libraries were very insistent that these decisions are totally within
the purview of the library and that faculty had no right to inteifere. In
only two cases was it mentioned that faculty departments have control
over a portion of the funds that are used to purchase library materials;
however, these funds seem to be allocated to faculty from other sources
and the library has control over its own portion.

Once it was determined that the control over these functions was
within the library, the next step was to determine who within the library
had primary responsibility. Many of the respondents named the director
of the library. This is undoubtedly true in terms of the ultimate account-
ability which the director must assume for all library decisions. How-
ever, one presumes that any collection development officer should be as-
signed these primary functions. Yet in terms of full responsibility, only
42 respondents indicated that they have it for selection, only 41 for the
allocation of funds, and only 44 for the expenditure of funds. In many
cases the librarians who indicated that theyiere not fully answerable for
these functions attributed the responsibiliiy to the selectors in the area of
selection, to the director in the area of allocation, and to the acquisitions
department in the area of expenditure.

One of the most positive responses came in answer to the question re-
garding involvement in overall library policy. Fifty-nine of the 70 re-
spondents (84.3%) indicated that they do indeed have a voice in such
matters. There does not seem to be a correlation with either the level of
the position (assistant/associate director versus coordinator or depart-
ment head) or with the size of the library regarding whether such a role
exists. Any valid analysis of this issue would require considerably more
information. The positive response is, however, indicative of the scope
of the collection development offrcer's responsibilities.

The next two questions were devised to try to determine if there have
been substantial trends regarding changes in collection development or-
ganizational patterns since 1975. Du1lng this period there has been in-
creasing awareness among academic librarians of the broadening scope
of collection development. Not only has it expanded to include the con-
cept of collection management, its importance has been underscored by
the American Library Association's support of publications, institutes,
and conference programs relating to the discipline. In response to

o t
66
o t

1 6 9 2 7 1 2 3 0
5 5 9 1 0 1 0
4 3 7 1 4 3 0 0
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whether or not there had been a change in structure or organizational
placement of the collection development unit in the last ten years, 57 re-
spondents (81.+%) answered affirmatively. The responses were tallied
as follows:

C o m b i n a t i o n o f  t h e a b o v e  . . . . . . . . 2 3
N o r e s p o n s e . . . .  . . . .  1
The most frequent response was a combination of two factors-

"change in top-level administration" and "shifting priorities. " The re-
sponsei undei "other" indicated that the OMS Collection Analysis
Project had influenced two organizational changes, while simplifrcation

capacity. Most of the institutions indicated these changes had occurred

ever, there are even more serious implications when one attempts to an-
alyze further the response to this question. Twenty of the24 dissatisfred
librarians have experienced some sort of reorganization within their li-

ARL libraries. Unfortunately, such a strong negative response was not
predicted and the survey was unable to ascertain either the nature of the
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discontent or how the problems might be remedied. More specific infor-
mation must be collected for any valid explanation to occur.

It is difficult to know whether or not the final question regarding antic-
ipated changes can lead one to be optimistic about the future. Of the 24

Concr,usroxs

many organizational patterns as there are ARL libraries. Apparently
each library has determined an organizational pattern that frts its own
overall structure given the restrictions ofbudget, personnel, politics, or
innumerable other factors.

It is possible to present a composite pattern, using the structures and
functions most commonlv adhered to bv the maximum number of li-
braries. The position of the collection development officer has attained a
relatively high level within the organization, i.e., assistant/associate di-
rector, and this librarian usually has some degree of input into overall
library policy. These officers usually do not have responsibility for major
units or divisions other than collection development, although many of
the units do have related functions attached to them. The most fre-
quently cited are preservation and acquisitions. Most ARL libraries
have an independent collection development unit, within which is a core
of selectors or bibliographers; many units are supplemented by addi-
tional selectors who work with collection development on a part-time ba-
sis. Thus one begins to acquire a view of an imaginary.collection devel-
opment unit-imaginary because it does not exist in actuality. No
collection development unit could be identif,red as the unit so described.

tion found among collection development officers. These librarians have
multiple pressures placed upon them. Their professional gurus and
peers encourage them, and rightly so, to implement the collection man-
agement concepts they have learned at institutes and conferences. IJsing
these techniques the collection development officer frequently hopes to
guide the selector through the maze of collection development policies,
evaluation of collections, review of collections, preservation decisions,
resource sharing, formula budgeting, liaison with faculty and the com-
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AppnNprx A: CoLLEcTIoN DEVELOPMENT Qursrror'vNlrnr

Areyou in charge administratively of all collection development in your library sys-
temi

- Yes

Ifnot, please specify exclusrons

1 .

No

2. What is your exact tide?

3. What is the title of the person to whom you repofi?

4. To whom does this person report?



6 .

Other (Please specify)

In what major unit is collection

Separate Unit

Technical Services

development placed administratively?

Other (Please specify)

Public Services

7. As chief collection development officer, do you have line responsibility for the selec-
tors/bibliographers?

- Yes

B. Do you have line responsibility for

- Yes

If yes, please specify units.

9. What additional functions,
development unit?

Acquisitions

Preservation

if any, are administratively attached to the collection

How would you classify your

Associate Director

Assistant Director

Collection Deuelopment /133

position? (Check one)

Department Head

Coordinator

major units other than collection development?

- N o

Bibliographic Searching

Gifts & Exchange

No

Other (Please specify)

10. In your capacity as collection development officer, how many people report to you
directly?

11. How many people do selection in your library system?

12. Do all ofthese people report to you?

- Y e s  - N o

13. For which ofthe following are the selectors/bibliographers responsible?

Single subjects - Large disciplines

14. Whatproportionoftimedoselectors/bibliographersinyourlibraryspendoncollec-
tion development activities?

Full-time Half-time Less than half-time

15. If less than full time, what other assignments do theselibrarians have?
Reference Librarian Branch Librarian

Acquisitions Librarian Deoartment Head

Other (Please specify)

16. Which of the following functions are selectors/bibliographers expected to perform?

Selection

Collection evaluation

Contribution to policy

Specialized reference assistance
Other (please specify)

Does the library have a collection development committee?

- Y e s  - N o

If yes, what is the function of this committee?

Advisory Policy-making Decision-making

Liaison with teaching faculty

Budget management

Bibliographic instn-rction

t 7 .

1 8 .
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19. Who serves on this committee? (Check any which apply)

Adm in i s t r a t i ve  L i -
brarians

Col lect ion Develop-
ment Officer

Selectors/Bibliographers

Branch Librarians

Department Heads

Teaching Faculty

Other (Please specify)

20. How are members of this committee selected?

Appointed

By whom? (Please specify)

21. What control does teaching faculty have in the following areas? Please rank on the

basis of 0 to 5, 5 being complete control.

Selection of materials -

Allocation of funds

Expenditure of funds

22. As collection development offlcer, do you have full responsibility for the selection of

library materials?

- Yes

Ifnot, who does? (Please specify)

23 Do you have full responsibility for the allocation of the materials budget?

Yes No

Ifnot, who does? (Please specify)

24. Do you have full responsibility for the expenditure of the materials budget?

Yes No

Ifnot, who does? (Please specify)

25. Do you, as the chief collection development offrcer, have a formal role in determin-
ing overall library policy?

Yes

26. Has the structure or organizational
changed in your library since 1975?

- Yes

placement of the collection development unit

Ifyes, please describe briefly on back ofpage.

27. Why were these changes made?

Shifting priorities within the library

To accommodate changes in personnel

To accommodate changes brought about by automation

Change in top-level administration

Other (Please specify)

28. Are you satisfied with the way collection development is organized in your library?

- Yes - N o
29. Doyouant ic ipateanychangeinthestructureororganizat ionofcol lect iondevelop-

ment in the near future?

Yes

Elected

No

No

No

Ifyes, please describe briefly on back ofpage.

No
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tional control of serial literature and its contents. The availability of

comprehensive online serials management systems, the replacement of

laboi-intensive card frles by the floppy disk, and coverage of the infor-

mation in journals by means of compact-disk indexes are examples of

current uses of automation.

the hurt that technology can heal.

MANAGER'S PERCEPTION OF RELATIONSHIPS
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records, and cheerful, accurate assistance in locating serials and identi-
fying the information they contain. The subscription agent and the pub-
lisher, on the other hand, must make a financial profit to survive. The
librarian tends to value service more than cost savings; the suppliers
earn revenue from the information and services thev sell to their library
customers.

RerarroNsHrp wrrH rHe SuescnrprroN AceNr

The serials manager's perception of the subscription agent, the closest
contact outside the library, has changed more than once over the last few
decades. Before the mid-sixties, when the agency was able to pass on to
the library a share ofjournal publishers' discounts, the vendor was sim-
ply a middleman who saved libraries time by consolidating ordering and
paying, to the frnancial benefrt of both parties.

When rising costs forced many publishers to stop giving vendors a
generous discount and caused the agent to add a service charge to the
library's invoice, the subscription agent was seen by many serials librar-
ians as an adversary. Shortly thereafter, large vendors installed auto-
mated systems for cost-effective operations. Their trial and error use of
computers appeared to victimize serials librarians with missed renewals,
duplicate charges, and sluggish claiming activity. During these transi-
tional years the agencies, and particularly their sales representatives, en-
hanced their reputation as the librarian's adversary with glowing tales of
new services and promises that could not be fulfilled. Subscription
agents claimed to be able to handle nonperiodical serials as well as jour-
nals, but they did not recognize the distinction between the two types
and programmed their computers to treat every order as if it were ajour-
nal.

Now, however, the subscription agencies are very much in control of
their computers and ?-.9- ?pl. to provide significant assistance to their
customers in terms of bibliographic and subscription information, fast
and knowledgeable claiming service, and guidance in budget planning.
Many vendors hire serials librarians for sales and management posi-
tions, and this investment has paid off handsomely for both the compa-
nies and their library customers. The subscription agent's librarians and
the purchasing institution's librarians communicate easily about serials
and serials problems, and they enjoy talking shop and sharing profes-
sional news. Today it is easy for the serials manager to feel that the sub-
scription agents' personnel are trusted allies in the struggle to provide
crucial journal information to the patron.

However, because of this feeling of trust on the part of serials man-
agers, vendors are sometimes able to entice them with short-term price
breaks, online serials systems, and very low service charges. Such offers
may be quite valid and worth an investment or a change of agent, but the
serials manager must evaluate each offer and recognize the ramifications
of accepting it. Most library suppliers will not lie to the customer; they
just do not necessarily tell the whole truth. The librarianls responsibility
is to know what questions to ask to uncover more of the truth. It is not to
the library's advantage to play one subscription agent against another
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for a short-term gain. Changing subscriptions from one vendor to an-
other is expensive in staff time and in public relations (when gaps in re-
ceipt occur).

The best agents work hard to maintain a delicate balance between ser-
vice and profrt. They are in business to provide services to libraries, but
they must make a profit in order to continue to give service. The sub-
scription agents combat increases in costs by developing ways to reduce
their expenses. The shift to early invoicing of subscription renewals is an
example of this. The agent receives the library's money several months
before it must be paid to the publishers. The funds are invested and
bring additional revenue to the agent. Often the library receives a small
share of the interest on the agent's investment, which can be applied to
renewal charges or other payments to the vendor. Because most libraries
are not able to invest materials funds themselves, this means of reducing
costs is attractive. The trade-off, however, is in the time required in a
manual serials record to post added charges that come in the fall or win-
ter after the agent receives the publishers' new prices.

Rnr.q,rrousnrp wrrH rHn JounNer PuerrsHBn

The journal publisher is one step further removed from the library
than the subscription agent. Librarians often do not understand the
business of serial publishing, nor do they usually communicate directly
with the publisher. On the contrary, the serials manager assumes that
publishers neither understand nor care about library problems caused
by changes they make. Gordon Graham, of Butterworth and Company,
discussing the relationship between librarians and publishers, states that
each party feels "a little precious about his identity, displaying the slight
edge of insecurity of those who know inwardly that they are neither the
original creators nor the ultimate consumers of the products they han-
dle. "'Graham goes on to say that new means of conveying information
are forcing publishers and librarians to communicate with each other.

Traditionally, librarians have felt frustrated by the actions ofjournal
publishers, such as apparently unnecessary title changes that require
costly recataloging of materials and replacement of records. In the mid-
1970s serials librarians' frustration erupted in a newsletter named Title
Varies. This publication was a vent for the anger and amusement that
resulted from such publisher actions as changing Canditional Reflexto The
PaulooianJournal of Biological Science, and changin g Commerce Today to.Com-
merce America, "in the spirit of the 1976 American Bicentennial."'The
frustration gave rise to an organization known as "LUTFCSUSTC,"
Librarians United To Fight Costly Sil ly Unnecessary Serial Tit le
Changes, that lives today in the ALA/RTSD Serials Section's Worst Ti-
tle Change of the Year Awards. IJnfortunately, Title Varies spreads the
bad news only after the fact, and it reached all too few journal publishers.
Perhaps the greatest contribution of the hewsletter was the sense of com-
munity that developed when serials librarians learned that they did not
have to fight their battles alone.

Often accompanying the serials librarian's frustration with the prac-
tices of journal publishers is a feeling of mistrust. This feeling has re-
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cently come to the fore in the context of the furor over some British pub-
Iishers' discriminatory pricing of journals for the North American
market.u Sometimes s.rials f ibrarians come to accept publishers'

accept the publishers' positions, some got tired of the fight and gave up,
and others did not care enough to pursue the issues.

If the passing of the dual pricing and fulfrllment center tempests is any
indication, it is likely that, abetted by the apparent current stability of
the U.S. dollar against the pound sterling, the British pricing issue will
quietly fade out of the picture when the next crisis appears, once more to
pit the serials librarian against the journal publisher.

In fact, the next crisis may already exist in the form of one publisher's
addition to the 1987 renewal invoices of a charge for ' 'License to Photo-
copy." The publisher offers an alternative to subscribers not wishing to
purchase the license to copy: a form to sign and return that, in effect,
gives the publisher permission to sue any subscriber if it believes the con-
tract has been violated. While some corporate libraries may frnd the li-
cense attractive, American academic libraries already make every effort

will represent yet another source of tension between the serials manager
and the journal publisher.

MUTUEI INTERDEPENDENCE

This article has discussed the serials manager's perceived relation-
ships with the slrbscription agent and the journal publisher. However, as
Philip Greene" stated, the association is a three-way responsibility: the
three partners rely on each other in a complicated business situation akin
to a love/hate relationship.

Senrars Mauacnns

Serials managers are likely to be naive and passive in their business
relationships with vendors and publishers. Their livelihoods have never
been contingent upon efficiency and economy in the use of financial re-
sources. Thus, the serials manager is easily taken advantage of by those
whose jobs depend on revenue generated from library business. In to-
day's world publishers understand serials, and subscription agents un:
derstand serials. Not only do they understand serials, but they invest
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time and money to make their business transactions with the library eas-
ier and more profitable.

This effort benefits all parties, but it is certain to benefit the commer-
cial partner most. For example, one major publisher recently decided
that it would no longer use the vendor in the distribution of its nonpe-
riodical serials but would take on that work within its own organization,
in order to give better service. Libraries placing standing orders would
receive a 5 percent discount. This arrangement sounds fine until one re-
alizes that libraries formerly received from the vendors not only satisfac-
tory service, but also a discount several times greater than that now of-
fered by the publisher. The vendor loses a sale, the library pays a higher
price, and the publisher benefits financially.

This discussion is not intended to portray the serials manager as a vic-

. tim of the journal publisher. Nor does it advocate that the library bypass
the agent and order its serials directly from the publishers, for the costs of
processing separate invoices, writing separate checks, and even mailing
separate envelopes are prohibitive. It is true, however, that the serials
manager needs the subscription agent more than the publisher does.

SunscnrprroN Aceur

The longstanding market of the journal subscription agent was satu-
rated some time ago. The companies must, however, continue to show
growth in revenue if they are to remain in business. Thus, placing orders
and sending invoices has become a lesser share of the role of the large
vendors. They are making creative use of their databases in order to of-
fer more services to library customers. Online access to the vendor's
publisher and title information files is one of the most useful services the
agent can offer. For libraries having all subscriptions with a single agent,
a vendor-supplied online check-in system is valuable. Subscription
agencies create "needs" among their library customers, and they must
market the new products and services successfully. They must respond
to their customers' perceived needs in order to retain library business.

Subscription agents' publisher-relations staff are working with man-
agers of the rnagazine fulfillment centers to come to an arrangement by
which library needs are recognized and served within the highly auto-
mated distribution environment. Serials managers support these discus-
sions, because mass-circulation magazines cause acquisitions problems
far outweighing their modest subscription cost. The vendors' advice to
make changes in address and in timing of renewal and the suggestion to
place certain orders directly with the fulfillment center are sound. If rela-
tions are good, the agent wants the libraries' orders for these titles; if the
two parties are at loggerheads, the agent finds it too expensive to be
bothered.

In the continuing struggle for American serials managers to circum-
vent or abolish geographical price discrimination, the subscription
agent is working with librarians and publishers in a complicated situa-
tion. If American libraries receiving these expensive journals were to
cancel their subscriptions in protest, the agents would lose a signifrcant
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amount of revenue. In order to head off any such action, their publisher-
liaison personnel are very active. Some British and other European
agents offer consolidation seryices, whereby journals for the American
library are mailed to the agent at the lower domestic or European price
and then air freighted to this country. Agents in the United States tried
to have British and other foreign journals mailed to their offrces in the
United Kingdom to get the pricing break, but the publishers refused to
permit this, claiming that all subscribers in North America must pay the
high price. American subscription agents, then, insisted that European
publishers refuse to permit vendors outside the United States to acquire
their journals at the domestic price and reship them to American li-
braries. The result is that American libraries are paying premium prices
for more and more foreign journals.

Competition among subscription agents can be fierce, and discrimi-
natory treatment by publishers is financially damaging. So long as no
vendor is given special pricing consideration by the publisher, the agent
is not primarily concerned with minimizing the cost of the journal. In
fact, a 10 percent discount on a $500 library subscription gives the agent,
for each subscription, $45 more to work with than a 10 percent discount
on a $50 journal. Similarly, a 5 percent service charge to the library
brings in more revenue for the higher priced journal than for the less
expensive title. Thus, it is to the agent's financial advantage for the li-
brary to pay a higher price, provided the library is not forced to cancel
other subscriptions to pay for the one.

JounNar Puer-rsHnns

The mutually dependent relationship between librarians and pub-
lishers is described by David Taylor:

Libraries depend on publishers to produce information that has the authority of
creative authorship balanced by the critical judgment of the editor. It is ludi-
crous to think of the library as publisher of original material. It is not organized
for this complicated task. Likewise, a publisher is not set up to be a library. A
publisher can save copies of its own publications, but it cannot duplicate the
ability of even a small library to acquire, organize, preserve, and make accessi-
ble a wide variety of materials without organizing itself into a library-like orga-
nization. In other words, both institutions play essential roles in the dissemina-
tion of information. Each is dependent onihe other for those functions."

Journal publishers are under pressure by the subscription agents to
extend to them discounts of 10 or 15 percent. The agent believes that its
intervention saves the publisher time and money by consolidating li-
brary orders, paying the correct amount well in advance, and screening
library claims.'' It is becoming commonplace for the large agents to or-
der and pay electronicdly and even to have electronic communication
between majorjournal publishers and the agents' title information data-
bases. There is no doubt that the subscription agent provides a service to
the publisher.

A publisher who does not give vendors a discount claims that the jour-
nal price is as low as it can be already and that giving a discount to the
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agent will just raise the price to the subscriber. This publisher is reluc-
tant to admit that the agent performs a service for anyone besides the
library:

These agents are carrying out a perfectly straightforward commercial opera-
tion. It matters little r,r'hether the commodity they deal with is learned journals
or specialised widgets. They are employed by the libraries as purchasing agents,
to get the best deal they can on behalfoftheir clients. They are no longer retail-
ers providing a distribution system. If the agents are truly purchasing agents
acting for the purchaser, the librarian, then they should charge their employers
for such services so that there could be a proper regulation of the market by price
and service provided. 

t'

Discount-giving publishers may elect in some years to reduce the ven-
dor discount instead of raising the subscription price. This action forces

the agent to raise the library's service charge, in order to make the neces-
sary (or desired) profit margin.

Tnr Onr,rcATroN
The serials manager's obligation to the library and library users is to

become a full and equal partner in relationships with the subscription
agent and the journal publisher. Partnership requires that the serials
manager invest in a long-term program of education, communication,
and action.

EoucerroN

The first step toward becoming a responsible serials manager is edu-
cation. Serials librarians report, almost as one voice, that their graduate
courses in librarianship did not prepare them to work with serials, and
they come to their positions having to learn serials work on the job. De-
spite the efforts of the ALA/RTSD Serials Section's Library School Ed-
ucation Committee, very few library schools offer a formal serials course
or curriculum. The author's graduate assistants express frustration that
serials librarianship is not taught in the M.L.S. program. Even the stu-
dents who aspire to be children's librarians, manuscripts librarians, and
public librarians believe that the school should offer a course in serials
management. They write to administrators explaining that one class ses-
sion in a few related courses is not suff,rcient, only to be told that there are
higher priorities for faculty funds. As was the case with Title Varies' rnis-
sion to influence publishers, no campaign for serials courses in schools of
library science has met with noticeable success.

Because schools of library and information science do not teach
courses in serials acquisitions, the serials manager must make an indi-
vidual effort to learn through formal business courses, various continu-
ing education programs, or informal study. In order to understand the
process of serials acquisitions, one must understand the business ofjour-
nal publishing, including marketing and economics. Serials publishing,
for the purpose of this article, consists of domestic scholarly publishing,
domestic mass-market publishing, and foreign publishing.

Scholarly publishing, especially the production and distribution of
learned society journals (either by the society itself or by a university
press), is most relevant to the academic serials manager, because paying
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subscribers are predominantly libraries. Commercial firms also publish
society and other scholarly journals for libraries. These journals' prices
may be so high that few individuals are willing to invest the cost of a
personal subscription. It is to the librarian's advantage to understand
the differences between the two publishing philosophies and to realize
that at times the line fades between scholarly and commercial publish-
irg.

Mass-market publishing (such as news magazines and hobby maga-
zines) depends farless upon library subscriptions than upon personal or-
ders and especially renewals. An understanding of the economies of
scale in fulfillment center distribution and the importance of advertising
revenues and sale of the subscriber list assists the serials manager in re-
solving problems caused by mass-circulation magazines.

The foreign serial publishing industry is another story entirely. For
American libraries, the tradition in each country is combined with cur-
rency fluctuations and the world situation in general. German publish-
ing differs from British publishing; Dutch and French publishing differ
also. With North America holding so large a share of today's journals
market, many large, predominantly scientifrc publishers are actually in-
ternational publishers, wherever they are situated. American serials
managers have much to learn about serials publishing outside of the
United States.

The economics of journal publishing is a fascinating topic involving
budgeting for a new journal, either alone or in the context of other jour-
nals issued by a large publisher; the determination of the break-even
point and time for a periodical and the action to be taken if the goals
appear to be in jeopardy; and financial terms that are negotiable among
the publisher, subscription agent, and librarian. Library schools may
offer courses in publishing, but these courses are likely to concentrate on
book publishing and need to be supplemented by further reading and by
discussion with journal publishers.

Membership in the Society for Scholarly Publishing," is a good place
to begin. The society holds an annual conference, issues proceedings
and a newsletter, and furnishes its members a subscription to the quar-
terly journal, Scholarlt Pubtishing." The society's activit ies concern
monograph publishing as well as journal publishing, but publishers of
monographs often issue journals. Subscription agents also participate in
the society's programs. Publishers and librarians, as well as authors,
contribute articles to Scholarly Publishing, and often there are articles on
serials publishing. The membership of SISAC, the Serials Industry Sys-
tems Advisory Committee,'o is composed of the three groups discussed
in this article: librarians, journal publishers, and periodical subscription
agents. Membership is open, as is participation in one of the subcommit-
tees: Identification Code, Order &_Claim Formats, Membership & Pub-
licity, and Beta Test. SISAC News" is the journal of this group. Its cover
illustrates the use of the SISAC Bar Code, a serial issue/article identifrer.

ColrlruNrcarroN

Communication is the second step toward becoming a responsible se-
rials manager. Several channels for communication exist, among them
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meetings and workshops, users' groups, and field visits. In addition,
there is the network of serials managers that has developed from contact
at professional meetings. An example of this group in action was the re-
sponse to the attempt to charge libraries for permissible photocopying.
Telephone calls, electronic messages, and letters alerted librarians and
subscription agents and relayed measures being taken to resist the
charge.

Among the formal meetings where serials managers gather are those
of the Serials Section of ALA,'' the new North American Serials Interest
Group (NASIG),''g and the United Kingdom Serials Group (UKSG).''
Of these three, the first is probably the most diffrcult context in which to
establish relationships with other serials managers. Although virtually
all meetings are open meetings, the Serials Section is part of the twice-
yearly ALA Conference and exists in the midst of scheduling conflicts
and vast crowds of librarians and exhibitors. The problem is not an un-
willingness to communicate, but a shortage of time. The cost of attend-
ing an ALA conference is also a signifrcant deterrent to many serials
managers.

On the other hand, NASIG and UKSG conferences consist only of
persons involved with library serials, whether librarian, vendor, pub-
lisher, educator, or binder. Their conference schedules are designed to
reduce programming conflicts to the minimum, and the number of at-
tendees is a manageable two to three hundred. Both of the latter organi-
zations hold annual meetings on college campuses, where they take ad-
vantage of economical dormitory housing and institutional meals. The
schedule includes nightly informal gatherings during which business
and professional relationships are formed and strengthened. Both NA-
SIG and the UKSG issue newsletters and conference proceedings to
their members.

NASIG is planning to hold and the other two groups have already
held regional workshops and seminars directed toward specific groups of
serials specialists. For instance, ALA's Serials Section is currently spon-
soring serials cataloging institutes, offered across the United States. The
UKSG presents short courses for paraprofessional staff members, as
well as workshops for managers. NASIG will concentrate on developing
a comprehensive program of practical and inexpensive continuing edu-
cation that will grow as the organization matures.

There is a Section on Serial Publications, as well as an Acquisitions
Section, in IFLA, International Federation of Library Associations and
Institutions. This group meets annually in various countries throughout
the world and attracts primarily the most established and best-known
persons in the field. Committee representation is by nation, and ap-
pointments are made by such bodies as ALA and the Library of Con-
gress working together. While IFLA committee meetings are not gener-
ally open to the public, permission to attend may be granted a serials
specialist. In addition, sections sponsor program meetings that are
open.

Other opportunities for professional communication occur in the con-
text ofvarious users' groups. Subscription agents occasionally bring sev-
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eral librarians together for a thorough and concentrated discussion of
common problems. The producers of bibliographic utilities and online
serials systems have regular meetings of their users, either in conjunc-
tion with ALA or separately. Journal publishers have librarian advisory
boards to recommend policy and practice. During all of these meetings
the communication grows not only between the host and the guests, but
also among librarians attending the sessions.

An additional channel of communication is the interaction between
the serials manager and the sales and service representatives of subscrip-
tion agencies and publishers. These persons are much more knowledge-
able about library practices and library needs than they were a decade
ago. Their visits, for which the serials manger should prepare, are op-
portunities to learn from each other, both in general discussion and in
the solution of special problems. The representative can offer the name
of a librarian who has had experience with a problem situation and may
even facilitate the initial contact. Occasionally, a representative asks the
librarian to assist another customer with a problem. Librarians' visits to
the home or branch offices of the companies with which they do business
provide a wealth of information and introduce a number of persons with
whom specif,rc concerns can be discussed. Again, the relationship is mu-
tually beneficial.

A further source of communication is a grant or fellowship that can be
used for an internship with a journal publisher, a subscription agency,
or possibly a fulfillment center. The Council on Library Resources pro-
vides funding, as ddes ALA's Association of College and Research Li-
braries' Samuel Lazarow Fellowship. Many libraries have a grants spe-
cialist on the staff who can assist in writing the proposal.

INnoRNleo Acrrox

The final component in fulflrlling the serials manager's obligation is
informed action. In combination with education and communication,
one must act. The responsible serials manager questions what is taught,
what is communicated, and what he or she does not agree with or under-
stand. Action in the form of reading and questioning contributes to
learning, which leads to confidence. Action by means of writing for pub-
lication is a way both to teach and to learn. Passing one's understanding
on to others helps the writer clarify his or her own thinking as much as it
instructs the reader. If one is fortunate enough to have writing generate
response, the resulting interchange of ideas is beneficial and exciting.

Supported by education and communication, the serials manager acts
through negotiating with business and professional colleagues outside
the library. The informed serials manager who is willing to act is in an
excellent position to get results. In the case of an alleged injustice by a
journal publisher, the active serials manager works with other librarians
within the local library and perhaps with institutional legal counsel. The
network of serials specialists is available for information exchange, for
the collective evaluation of the implications of library action, and for
bringing. about the impact of concerted action. If.a-publisher or vendor
engages in a practice that appears to be unfair, serials managers working
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together may be able to force either the rescinding of the practice or an
acceptable compromise.

Beyond this network is the American Library Association's profes-
sional clout. The Serials Section has a channel to the very top level of
ALA, the executive director and ALA Council, whose responsibility is

leagues, one person can negotiate favorable terms by coming to the dis-
cussion well informed and asking the right questions. This kind of activ-
ity is the serials manager's obligation.

CoNcLUSIoN

Because the librarian, the journal publisher, and the subscription
agent are mutually interdependent, the responsible serials manager
must participate in business dealings on an equal basis with the other
parties. This equality is founded on knowledge of the serials publishing,
marketing, and distributing industries. It is gained through formal and
informal education, through communication with one's colleagues and
representatives of library-related businesses, and through action sup-

als manager needs to learn what questions to ask to earn these persons'
respect. He or she can no longer coast along on the premise of service
over cost, but must balance the two philosophies according to the objec-
tives of the library and its parent body and according to one's own in-
formed best judgment. The person who makes this commitment will be
rewarded by the satisfaction of a job well done, enduring friendships,
and the opportunity to have an impact on the profession.
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Quoliry Control
in Doto Conversion

Derry C. Juneio

This article discusses brieffu the reasons Jor retrospectiue conuersion and the meth-
odsfor accomplishing it. The needJor standards is emphasized and suggestions are
giuenfor documenting local standards. Included are idzasfor completing the con-
aersion of parts oJ the collection that might haue been oaerlooked in a project under-
taken b2 a aendor.

 
As ro*" LTBRARIES coNSIDER THE pRospEcr of some form of libr ary aw-
tomation, the interest in retrospective conversion is becoming more in-
tensive.

tained.
In the sixties and seventies the trend towards automated circulation

systems coupled with high costs of equipment led to the creation of brief
records, often merely author, title, call number and an identification
number. Today it is possible for a library to look beyond circulation and
to consider other ways in which automation can improve the use of the
library.

As we come to the end of the eighties and start to look at the twenty-
first century, we are seeing mini and small mainframe systems that are
considerably less expensive than the early large mainframe systems, and

Derry C. Juneja, formerly Head, Catalog Department, is now Head, Acquisitions De-
Dartment at the Cleveland Public Librarv. Ohio.
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WHar rs ro BE CoNvrnrnol
In planning a conversion project the library must decide how much of

the collection is to be converted and how that conversion is to be accom-
plished.

Ideally records for the entire collection should be converted to
machine-readable form. A recent large survey of online catalog users in-
dicated that users expect to frnd records for all resources in a collection in
the online catalog.' Some smaller libraries believe that, because of time
and cost, complete conversion would not necessarily improve service.'
The automation planners must balance the needs of the users, available
resources, and cost with the necessity of total conversion.

AIso to be considered is that the library may be a member of a biblio-
graphic utility such as OCLC, RLIN, or WLN, and that a portion ofthe
collection is already in a machine-readable form based on current cata-
loging. The library may need to manipulate data cataloged prior to the
date of association with the utility. Material not previously cataloged in
machine-readable form, such as audiovisual, archival, or sound record-
ings may need to be converted.

ANer-yzr rrrB CorrncuoN

An analysis of the collection and consideration of the goals of the auto-
mation project will determine the parts of the collection to be converted
first. If circulation is a priority then the most highly circulated collections
should take priority. If a COM catalog or online catalog is desired, then
priority could be assigned to material published and/or cataloged be-
yond a certain date.

Wneo rHe CorrncrroN

WHo WILL Do THE CoNvnnsroNr

Retrospective conversion projects at present are most likely to be ac-
complished as (1) an in-house conversion with existing staff, (2) an in-
house conversion with additional staff or, (3) a vendor service. ihe ad-
vantages and disadvantages ofeach are noted below.
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The extra staff, equipment, and training needed for in-house conver-
sion with additional staff, along with the possible addition of extra shifts,
can make this a more costly method. It is a method by which quality can
be maintained as the existing experienced staff should be available for
consultation.

A vendor conversion is probably the cheapest and fastest method of
conversion, which can be contracted through a bibliographic utility such
as OCLC or UTLAS, or a commercial vendor. The quality of this type
of conversion is more diffrcult to monitor.

Quar,rrv Srexoenos FoR CoNvnnsroN

The standards to be followed should be national standards. Effrciency
will follow if the standards adhered to are AACR2 for cataloging and

required only if applicable to a given record.
Leader:

05 Record status
06 Type ofrecord
07 Bibliographic level
17 Encoding level
18 Descriptive cataloging form

007 Physical description frxed field . . .
008 Fixed length data elements

06 Type of publication date
07-10 Date 1
l1-l+ Date 2
15-17 Country of publication

23 Form ofreproduction

010*
016*
020*
040
lxx*
2+5

35-37 Language
LC card number
Canadiana control number
ISBN
Cataloging source
Main entry
Title statement
$a Short title
$b* Remainder of title
$c* Remainder of title page
$h* Media qualifier
$n* Number of part/section
$p* Name of part/section
Edition statement
$a Edition statement
$b* Remainder of edition
Imprint statement

250

260
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$a* Place of publication
$b* Name of publisher
$c Date of publication

300 Physical description
$a Extent of item
$b* Other physical details
$c* Dimension
$e* Accompanying materials

+00-+11 * Series statement
440* Series statement. title traced
490* Series statement, title untraced or traced differently
553* Photo-reproduction note

600-651* Subject added entries
700-7+0* Added entries
800-830* Series added entries

These elements basically constitute the minimal-level data required.
Those marked with an asterisk are required only if applicable. These
monograph standards can be used to determine the fullness and consis-
tency ofrecords regardless ofprevious cataloging policies dictated by lo-
cal practices.

Souncr FoR CoNvERsroN
What is the source of the records to be used for conversion? Studies

can be undertaken to determine which source in the library has the most
complete information. Does the shelflist contain the information needed
or is this information too brief Some shelflists are like brief circulation
records of the sixties and cannot be used. Can the public card catalog be
used and if so what are the problems of removing that catalog from pub-
lic use? This is a major concern if an outside vendor is choien to com-
plete the conversion. An alternative is to microfrlm the chosen source.

DocuprnNTATIoN

Once the library has determined what is to be converted and how the
project is to be accomplished, these decisions should be documented.

, Many libraries using bibliographic utilities for currenr cataloging
have never documented what constitutes their standard. The utility pro-
vides a record in MARC II format and elements of that record. accord-
ing to the library profile, are printed on a catalog card. If the library in-
puts a new record, both AACR2 and the uti l i ty requirements are
followed.

1 . What level and detail of information is to be recorded?
2. Will hard copy and microform be identified on the same record?
3. Will serials be treated as latest title or successive entry? Regardless
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of current practice some libraries have had to continue local prac-

tices based on the size of their collections'
4. How much authority work will be completed prior to conversion to

bring pre-AACR cataloging to AACR2 standard?
5. Will tie library upgrade ac-ess points but not convert the body of

the record to ISBD standard?
6. Will specific item information be recorded in the bibliographic rec-

ord?

VENDOR CONVNNSTON

be obvious at frrst.
The following excerpt from a document prepared by the manager-of

the OCLC conversion unit for the fiction conversion of a large public
library shows the type of local requirements that a library may request.

1.'Ignore OCLC computer-generated cards, and "In" analytics.
Do not update, tally, or flag.

2. tf XXX ii at the home position on the screen, do not convert the
record, but tally it as "updated previously. "

3. Edit M/F/B in the fixed held. (F:1 for hction)
4. Delete all call numbers (050, 082, 092, etc. ) from the record, but do

not delete 010 or 020 fields as they are not call numbers.
5. Ignore the "Pop" or any other symbols above the "call number"

on the cards.
Enter "Fiction" (Capital F, no quotation mark) in a 099 freld.
XXXX in the 049 f,reld.
Always trace title (i.e. first indicator of the 245 freld shall be 1)
except for title main entry.
Edii the nonfil ing indicator in the 2+5, ++0,730, and 740 frelds.
Delete contents note (505 freld) from the record with more than
three titles listed.

11. Delete all subject headings (6xx frelds) from the record and ignore

, subject headings on the card.
12. Ignbre tracing-"ta as per contents" or "ata as per contents" on

the card.
13. Do not trace translators (i.e. delete 700 frelds for translators from

the record) but keep joini authors if they appear in the record and
not on the card. Enter a 7xx field for the joint author if it appears
in the tracing on the card but not on the record."

LOCAL INFORMATION

What type of local information could be important to the library? As
stated earlier a full bibliographic record should be considered but some-
times a full record taken from a utility can be too full and editing is neces-
sary. The following are examples of specific areas to be noted.

6 .
I

B .

9 .
1 0 .
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Celr- Nuvnens

These can be Dewey, Library of Congress or any local scheme. Local
call numbers may apply only to certain parts of the collection. Some col-
lections may have multiple call numbers for the same title, or a reclassifi-
cation project may be taking place at the same time as the conversion.
Clearly define the local needs and in which field the call number is to
appear. A library that has more than one classification scheme and
wishes to index in their local svstem bv call number must take care when
using a bibliographic utility.'If bottr Library of Congress and Dewey
classification schemes are acceptable, care must be taken to remove call
numbers that may be specific to another library collection. Local call
numbers must have an exact method of recording. A local biography
scheme could have a call number, e.g. ,23+ B 756 that, on the catalog
card, would print as

23+
B
/ 5r)
This could appear in the bibliographic record in one of the following

forms but only one should be adhered to for the sake of consistency:
$a234 $b B 7s6
$a234  $b  8 -756
$a234 $b 8756

Accnss Porurs

Does the library require that access points be upgraded to AACR2
standard or are there local requirements for all or part of the collection?
AACR2 headings and Library of Congress authority information may
be required, but public libraries could have a special need to have fiction
titles treated differently. Titles may be arranged on the shelf by the au-
thor's name as it appears on the title page, even if that name is a pseudo-
nym. That name may be the one the library wants to appear as the main
entry heading in the bibliographic record regardless of the "off,rcial"
form. An example is Eleanor Hibbert, whose pseudonyms includeJean
Plaidy, Victoria Holt, and Phillipa Carr, but for whom the Library of
Congress form is currentlyJean Plaidy.

Sun;rcr HeaorNcs

Local subject headings may be a requirement and the written docu-
ment should be specific as to which fields should be used for these head-
ings. An older catalog may have local subject headings but the library
finds Library of Congress subject headings acceptable if they are coded
in the source record. The library may wish to specify that annotated
headings for children's literature or headings for the National Library of
Medicine be deleted.

ExrneNeous Ixronuerrox

Older catalogs may contain cards that have handwritten corrections
or typed information dealing with a variety of informational needs. Ad-
ditional locations, specific copy information, and, in some cases, infor-
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mation so old and outdated that current staff are no longer aware of what
these notations mean, may be found. However difficult it is to document
what is important and what is not, an attempt should be made to identify
each situation. An item important in a card catalog may not be impor-
tant in an online environment. For example, specific copy information
could be linked from an item file to a bibliographic file, whereas the card
catalog gave this information from only that one location.

INrnnpnerarroN oF Tnncrxcs

Again the older catalog will have variations in the methods by which
the tracings were indicated. The placing of this information could have
been either on the front or the back of the card and the main entry card
may be the only card that contains the tracings. Changes.in cataloging
conventions may require the updating of information. Abbreviations
should not be used or if used should be used consistently. A tracing may
indicate "D & T" or "Descr. & trav. " for the term Description and trauel.
The use of the word andorthe ampersand (&) could affect the retrieval of
this information in the online catalog. Local information should be
noted with care. Past practices based on the type and location of card
catalogs may have required notations that are not necessary in the online
catalog. A note such as ''Main catalog only' ' or ' 'Both cats'' should not
appear following a heading. Indicate terms that should not be added as
local headings such as ta's as per contents, or the word Title, or Added title
before the appropriate entry. These terms have been added during some
conversions and a search under the word Title can bring up that word
followed by the title.

The following is an instruction given to OCLC operators with specif,rc
regard to tracings. It shows the variations of tracings that could be found
in many library situations.

TnacrNcs

1 . For non-LC cards (typed cards), tracings usually
back of the cards.
Following is a list of notations being used in the
non-LC cards.

On card Inppt as
tc 2+5 lX
ptc 7 +0
sa 6XX
aa 7XX
ad ent 7XX
x title (ref) Ignore
ser 400

+10
+'),1
440

appear on the

tracings on the2 .

ser: xxxx-
xxx

ci

490 1
8XX
Ignore
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3. If page numbers follow a subject heading or added entry in the
tracings, leave out the page numbers.

REI\,Ianxs

1 . Keep the cards in the same drawer and in the same order as you receive
them.

2 . When you input a card as an LC card, leave out information that is
Iocal (such as information written in pencil).

3. When you input a card as a non-LC card, then input it with local
information.'

Duprrcarn' Reconos

There is a need to prevent the creation of duplicate records that clutter
a database and can lead to time-consuming retrieval. One advantage of
a good quality conversion as done by a utility such as OCLC is the care-
ful monitoring of the projects. If a record is not correct, the operator has
to update with corrected information. This leads to duplicate records on
the archival tape. Usually the latest record is the one that should be ac-
cepted by the system. Some process must be initiated to avoid the load-
ing of such duplicate records into the local system, which can be accom-
plished by a program that flags records with duplicate OCLC control
numbers and loads only the last occurrence of the record with this num-
ber. An ISBN is also a fairly accurate measure of duplication. Less accu-
rate is the LC card number. Either can be used to assist in identifying
duplicate records in a utility database among records that do not have
the same internal number.

Cnorcr or Rpcono

Choice ofrecord from the source database can cause unforeseen prob-
lems unless care is taken. Although AACR2 allows for unique records to
be created for microform, these rules are not always followed unless the
microform is an original one and not a copy of some other item. It is
possible for a microform record to be chosen as the source record when
the library has the original item in hand. This choice can be made if the
instructions to the vendor are to match only on certain elements and not
on the notes field or form of reproduction freld that would indicate
whether the item was hard copy or microform. In a large utility there is
always the concern of duplicate records added by participating libraries.
If an operator makes the choice of a record that has not had the library
holding bit set and makes the wrong choice of record, a duplicate record
can occur.

AUTHORITY CoNTRoL

A conversion project completed today will generally be completed
against a source database that has a majority of its records in an up-to-
date authority form. A library that has archival tapes from the seventies
and is now completing a conversion of the remainder of its collection
may meet another challenge. Rules and their interpretations change and
archival tapes may contain information in pre-AACR2 form. The staff
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that spent many hours pulling, changing, and refiling cards in the man-
ual frle but did not update the machine-readable record may frnd that the

recent records that may have been created according to current stan-
dards.'

IssuEs ro CoNSTDER IN QUALITY CoNTROL

What kinds of errors in bibliographic records should we particularly
be concerned about and which can be disregarded without affecting the
quality of the catalog?

The most important elements are fields that can be indexed' such as
author (1XX), title (245), series (4XX), subjects (6XX), and added en-
tries (7XX and BXX). Other frelds that may be designated important
could be the LC card number, ISBN, and call numbers. A bibliographic
record should be retrievable by the designated access points and en-
hanced by elements from other parts of the record, such as the f,rxed
fields. Accuracy in these fields is of the utmost importance. Although
accuracy in other frelds is a nicety, the cost of precision may be greater
than the library is willing to consider for the conversion. If the nonin-
dexed field does not cause a stumbling block to retrieval do not make a
special effort to correct, but if other corrections are to be made to the
record also consider correcting the error at that time. We should con-
sider the difference between providing essential information to a patron,
and useful information, the difference between providing any access at
all, and providing convenrence rn access.--

MoNrronrNc THE Quarrrv

The method for monitoring quality will vary according to the method
chosen for conversion and the availability of the automated system cho-
sen by the library at the time the conversion is taking place.

If the conversion takes place in-house, quality can be controlled at the
point of conversion through judicious use of a save file or monitoring as
the information is being added to the local database. If the conversion is
taking place before a system is in place, monitoring is more difficult as
the finiihed product is often not seen until some time after the project is
completed.

For a conversion completed by a vendor the quality control must be
handled in a different manner. It is to be hoped that quality is monitored
by the vendor and this certainly does take place. Quality must also be
maintained at the library end. The ftrst method has been mentioned
above, namely the importance of the written instruction. Beyond that
the time at which the quality is monitored again, by the library, depends
on whether the library has access to the database, and whether there are
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catalog maintenance programs available in-house or if corrections need
to be made through a bibliographic utility.

Onrcruer,INPUT
In any conversion there will be a number of records for which there

will be no match in the source database. These will require keying di-
rectly into the source database or the local library system. As more con-
version projects take place it seems that the number of titles requiring
original input should be fewer.

If the conversion is being completed from catalog cards, the keying
can be completed without having to retrieve the item being converted.
There will be cards with incomplete information because of the minimal-
level cataloging that may have been acceptable to the library at the time
of cataloging. This can occur for certain types of material, such as sound
recordings or fiction collections. Decide whether minimal-level catalog-
ing is acceptable and whether the bibliographic utility will accept the
minimal level. Costs can rise if cataloging has to be upgraded. Perhaps,
as mentioned above, these items could become candidates for weeding.

WHEN Is THE CoNvERSIoN CoMPLETED?

After the conversion seems to be completed, the source material re-
frled or discarded, the library staff ready to begin automated circulation,
or to use an online catalog, what is to be done if it is then discovered that
there is a special collection that was overlooked, or that there is material
sitting on the shelves that has not had a machine-readable record created
because there was no manual record to be used for conversion?

Procedures can be set up to handle this situation. Each one has merits
based on the automated system in place.

1 . Add a brief record at the time that an item circulates, trap the item
on return and upgrade the record.

2. At the point of circulation, identify the item with a bar code or
OCR number and circulate "on the fly" as an uncataloged item.
Upon return add the record to the database.

3. Set up a team of staff to identify titles not added to the database and
continue with in-house conversion.

4. Identify large portions of the collection and renegotiate with a ven-
dor to complete conversion.

Succnssrul CoNVERSToN

Resource sharing through large bibliographic databases, both utility
and vendor, combined with the standards of AACR2 and MARC II
have eased the process of conversion. A carefully planned conversion
project will contribute greatly to the success of the project.

DeGennaro has said that libraries should do retrospective conversion
of their catalogs if they want to speed up automation, improve manage-
ment and reduce the expens.e and difficulties of maintaining parallel ma-
chine and manual systems."
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options for the future.

1 .

2 .

J .

+ .

5 .

6 .
7 .
B .

9 .

1 0
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lmplemenling o Book Repoir
ond Treotmenl Progrom

Roberf J. Milevski ond lindo Noinis

For librarians whoface the problem of how to kap their circulating collection in
seraiceable condition, this article presents a workable designfor establishing an in-
house repair unit that will be a complementarl component in the library's oaerall
preseraation program. It delineates the issues and proceduresfor gamering the phlts-
ical and personnel resources needed and recommends aJour-stage decision-making
process Jor sebcting materialfor treatment.

rn
I he library world has traditionally viewed book repair as a little old

man frddling with books in the basement, off the beaten path from typi-
cal library operations; or as the clerk in the back room, using white glue
and tape to mend broken-down books; or as a bookbinder working
alone, consumed by a self-indulgent craft activity. Now that librarians
are more conscious of conservation, they may wrongly envision repair as
a conservator painstakingly performing archival-quality restorations on
rare and historic volumes.

RobertJ. Milevski is a preservation consultant with offices in Washington, D.C.
Linda Nainis is Assistant Law Librarian for Collection Management, Georgetown Uni-
versity Law Library, Washington, D.C.
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as microform readers or photocopy machines are, will predictably entail
more major expenditurei in the long run. For example, if a library has

not allocited its resources for the expertise, time, space, and supplies to
perform simple repairs, in the end it may spend more money on com-
plete rebinding, or even replacement.

WHAT IS BOOK REPAIB?

lection.

repair operations.
It is advantageous to have an in-house repair facility to keep deterio-

rated and heavily circulating volumes serviceable. Alternatives exist,
such as sharing a regional conservation facility or using the repair ser-
vices of a commercial library bindery, but often they are not as cost-
effective and time-saving as an in-house facility. There are circum-
s tances ,  howeve r ,  when  ou ts ide  repa i r  se rv i ces  can  be  more
cost-effective: when the library's labor costs are high, or when the li-

and (4) selecting library materials for repair.
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IUSTTTyTNG A REPAIR FACILITY
Pnocneru Pnopos.ir-

It is important to explain the benefits of an in-house book repair pro-
gram to administrators in terms that meet overall library objectives. As
stated inthe RLG Preseraation Manual, the administration is the most im-

SupponrrNc Dare

Factual data to document the need and benefits of the prograrn, par-
ticularly the cost benefits, may be necessary to fully suppoit the pro-
posal.

The Needfor a Book Repair Program. The strongest justification for estab-
lishing any program is documentation that there is a critical need, in this
case, deteriorated books needing treatment.

To obtain credible frndings from a sample survey, the librarian must
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Equipment costs are one-time expenditures and can be recovered
o'o.r time. For example, if the initial start-up cost of $10,000 to outfit a
workshop is amortized over a frve-year period, the yearly cost is-only

$2,000. Gil ett the high number of repairs possible, the cost per volume
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ened turnaround time for most books. Assuming efficient repair and
materials routing procedures, books should not be out of use or off the
shelf for very long, at the most, two or three days, whereas materials can
be "at the bindery" from two to six weeks. This is an advantage without
a corresponding monetary value.

PLANNTNG FoR AND Acgurnlwc Specn AND EqupMENT

SpacB

A dedicated work space should be set aside or created within the li-
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work space for an afternoon, with books, supplies, and equipment

added to the repair staff in the future and be trained to perform the most

fundamental tieatments). In general, there should be at least eighteen

square feet (three by six feet) ofcleared table-top or workbench space per

Equrervrenr AND SuPPLIES
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has a certain amount of elasticity. These important properties make it
very suitable for book repair. A growing variety of quality products for
book repair and conservation is available from a number of suppliers.
Supplier catalogs almost always include informative product descrip-
tlons.

For table-top repairs, only a small number of items are needed. More
ambitious programs require larger amounts of materials. In either case,

cast iron.
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DEFINING PERSONNEL REqUIREMENTS

The most important component of the book repair program is the con-

servation technician who clrries out the repairs and treatments. The

ing and support for the book repair program.

Spoc rer Quer-rrrcarroNs

The manager who interviews a job applicant looks for a number of

desirable qualities. These qualities fall into broad categories such as per-
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sonality, capability, and compatibility. With regard to the conservation
technician, specific qualifrcations are necessary and of prime impor-
tance.

The technician should be experienced in conservation treatments and
repair procedures, must possess both a high degree of manual dexterity
and well-developed hand skills, and must be able to attain and sustain an
acceptable level of productivity.

PosrrroN DescnrprroNs FoR Boox Reparn TncsNrcraNs

conservators or preservation consultants may be hired to train the super-
visor to identify both poorly done and well-executed repairs and triat-
ments as well as to answer technical questions from the techrrician.
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Clas sification The following questi
ing the new conservation technician
lar position now exist within the syste
been set. If not, how quickly would i
and approved? Should the position t
fessional, technical or clerical level?
job?

Personnel staff may have their own ideas concerning the position.

They may not be willing to write a new description to match the job., but

*orrid.uih.t adapt an existing position as much as necessary to suit the

need. They need-to be educated about this kind of positi-on so they un-

derstand what it is about, why it is needed, and how it fits into library

operations.^ 
The conservation technician position is clearly of a technical nature

and requires skills vastly different from those necessary for clerical jobs.

Institutions that have iecognized this distinction have classified these

positions outside of the normal library clerk classifrcation scheme.' 
Salarlt. Related to classification questions are _salary.requirements. 

A

positio-n that has supervisory responsibilities will require a higher start-

ing salary. Would tfte salary be liigh enough to attract an adequate pool

of qualifred candidates?
Salaries for conservation technicians usually fall between the upper

end of the library clerk series and the beginning professional levels. They

range from $14,000 to $20,000 per year, plus benefits, depending upon

the irea of the country where the technicians ale employed and who em-

ploys them.- 
Persons who qualify for these positions have training and expenence

that are difficult-to obtain. Theii work is important and should not be

minimized because it is not highly visible. They help a library make im-

pressive strides in preserving its collections, and they should not be dis-

missed lightly with a low starting salary.

SNITCTTON FOR PRESERVATION OR REPAIR

Deciding upon the best treatment options for deteriorated materials

can be u.6-pl.* process, and can involve as many as four stages: (1)

identification of miterial for treatment; (2) treatment proposal for rou-

tine materials; (3) evaluation of material for nonroutine treatment; and

(4) routine t...i*.ttt implementation." ,' 
in small libraries, the one-professional library for example, a single

librarian may follow the deciiion-making process through. all of these

stages. In large libraries preservation staff may 9ng?ge in decision-

-uling stages one , two and four, while collection development experts

may ta-i<e the responsibility for stage three, evaluation.
Ii is the premiie of this paper thlt in-house repairs are routine treat-

ments andihould be handled expeditiously. At the same time, clear re-

tention guidelines will facilitate early identification of proper candidates
for routihe repairs. Collection development input is essential when non-

routine *uteiiuk are potential candidates for preservation. The role of

collection development staff in making treatment decisions should not

be underemphasized.
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Though this is, at the most, a four-stage decision-making process, it is
not overly complex or cumbersome in every case. Many decisions are
made quickly because most routine book problems fall into a small num-
ber of typical categories. Indeed, where clear policies and priorities ex-
ist, the preservation staff may be guided through even the evaluation
stage for some nonroutine materials without the necessity for collection
development intervention.

Srace 1: IoeNrrnrcATroN or MarnnraI- FoR TREATMENT

Atkinson describes the two-dimensional nature of the identification
procedure, which encompasses, frrst, a technical decision about what
physically needs preservation, and secondly, a decision about whether
these particular materials should preserved or treated.'o

What Needs Treatment? Damaged or deteriorated library materials are
identified as likely candidates for repair or treatment in a number of
ways: (a) as they enter the library as new acquisitions; (b) as they return
from circulation either within or outside the library; (c) during shelving
operations; (d) bV staff or users who are familiar with the condition of all
or parts of the collection; (e) through resource sharing, such as interli-
brary loan and selection for exhibition; and (f) through collection condi-
tion surveys or other surveys of the collection.

The preservation unit of the library rr,ay proactively identify groups of
materials known to need preservation, rather than waiting for damaged
and deteriorated items to be identified through other channels. When
beginning the repair program, it may be desirable, for instance, to per-
form treatments that have a large impact on the collection as a whole;
that is, mass treatments that will improve the overall condition of the
library's collections in the shortest time. For example, the most impor-
tant mass treatment a library can initiate, one that extends the life of its
collections, is to improve the environmental conditions under which its
materials are stored. This includes good housekeeping as well as stable
temperature and relative humidity and low light levels. With regard to
repairs, materials can be selected with a particular type of routine repair
in mind such as hinge tightening, in order to establish a large category of
materials to be handled in assembly line fashion. This handling of a large
quantity of materials at one time can be termed a mass treatment pro-
CESS.

In addition, if a collection condition survey has been conducted, the
frndings will identify categories of materials that are most deteriorated
and may be a high priority for treatment by the preservation staff. Treat-
ing this class of materials frrst is a sensible approach because otherwise,
by the time they are reached, the books may have deteriorated beyond
repair, reformatting, or other conservation treatments.

I,l/hat Should Be Treated? A second stage of the identification process
consists of what Atkinson calls the "critical decision" of what should be
preserved." This critical question is more thoroughly anilyzed at the
evaluation stage. However, some basic retention guidelines are needed
by the preservation staff in order to know which general categories of
materials are appropriate for treatment, and which are not.

The library's basic retention policy, which is usually part of the collec-
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tion development policy statement, will guide staff in making these deci-
sions. Material may be retained on a temporary, archival, and perma-
nent basis. All library staff, including the conservation technician,
should develop a good understanding of which broad retention category
governs various materials.

Temporarlt retention is suitable for ephemeral materials soon to be dis-
carded, superseded, or reformatted. Examples of such materials are
newspapers and serials available in yearly or monthly cumulations in
microform or hard copy. It is usually clear to library staff, either from
the inherent nature of the material itself or from notations in the records,
what materials are only temporarily retained. Temporary holdings are
not worth extensive preservation efforts; they should receive lowest pri-
ority for preservation resources.

Archiaal retention means that the library will keep the item forever, if
possible. Archival retention is based upon the exceptional value of the
material, either because it is unique or not widely held, it is rare, or re-
placement would be extremely difficult. Rare books, special collections,
and institutional archives fall within this category.

Most material slated for archival retention is easily identif,red, because
it is normally housed in a special collections department. Since valuable
materials can also be found in the general stacks occasionally, it is a good
idea for the library to formulate identification criteria. A simple publish-
ing date criterion is commonly used. In addition, staff can be trained to
recognize other factors associated with physical value, such as (1) first
edition of an important work or author; (2) important edition of a stan-
dard work; (3) historical value, such as an early imprint; (4) colorplates,
half-tones, or other illustrations valuable as originals; (5) unusual or im-
portant binding, printing, illustration, or imprint; and (6) inscription by
author or marginalia of interest. Gay Walker has compiled a list of ' ' con-
siderations in the retention of items in original forlqat, " which is more
detailed and may be more useful for some libraries." Typically, archival
material has a high preservation priority, but, beyond constructing
wrappers and boxes, the in-house repair facility is not equipped to per-
form repairs on these materials.

All treatments for physically valuable items should bypass the in-
house repair unit and should receive further evaluation, stage 3, by a
subject specialist, a collection development librarian and/or a special
collections librarian. All physical work done on these items should be
done by a professional conservator.

Inthe permanent retention category will be a large portion of the remain-
ing materials in a library, including what is known as the "core collec-
tion." It may not be evident upon routine inspection whether an item
has ultimate permanent research value without the evaluation of a col-
lection development librarian. At this stage, however, once temporary
and archival materials have been set aside, the minimal amount of effort
required for most routine repairs does not justify a full collection devel-
opment review. In the absence of conflicting information, it is good pol-
icy to treat routine materials as expeditiously and as inexpensively as
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possible to keep them in serviceable condition. Materials with perma-
nent research value are a high preservation priority.

Srace 2: ScnnnNrNG AND TnnarvrpNr Pnoposar-

After identifying material in need of potential routine repair or treat-
ment, it must be decided (1) what, if anything, can be done for an item,
and (2) which of the available options is best. The preservation staff are
responsible for examining each book and for choosing the best combina-
tion of methods and materials for its treatment. As stated above. manv
decisions are made quickly during this examination or screening process
because most routine deteriorated material falls into a small number of
typical treatment categories and can be handled expeditiously.

Item Eaaluation. In deciding what can be done to preserve an item, a
number of questions are asked about each book and they are just as
quickly answered. Not all of these questions need be considered to reach
a decision for a particular item.

a. How is the book constructed?
b. Is the cover protecting the book block?
c. What is the condition of the paper?
d. Does the book have an unusual format or feature?
e. Are there other options besides repair?"
An additional consideration is the cost of repair, treatment, or re-

placement versus the cost of neglect. For example, if the library's books
are allowed to continue to deteriorate, how much more will it cost in the
future to rebuild the collection by replacing damaged and unusable
books than by repairing them now?

Treatment Options. After examination, treatment options are reviewed
for each book and an appropriate one is chosen. Although the preserva-
tion librarian or designated staff usually choose and recommend the
treatment option, the conservation technician may also be a participant
at this point in the process. The options fall into two categories: (a) rou-
tine treatments of routine materials, which can be undertaken without
delay, and (b) nonroutine treatments of problematical, questionable,
brittle, valuable, or like materials, which, in an atmosphere of limited
resources, usually suggest the need for further consultation with collec-
tion development librarians.

Because routine repairs are usually batched (much like binding and
other collection maintenance functions), the third stage, nonroutine ma-
terials evaluation, will not occur in every case. Only a well-staffed and
well-financed.library would elect to evaluate€ach titie in poor condition
to determine its relevance in the collections.

There are occasions, however, when the expense of a full biblio-
graphic search and collection development evaluation is well advised, as
when the treatment proposal is complex or involves substantial interven-
tion. For example,-when changllS ttt. volume's physical format, a for-
mal review would be necessary.'^

Routine Treatments. For many items any of three different techniques
would be suitable. Repair is a simple, straightforward in-house treat-
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ment. A book can be made more serviceable with such easy repairs as
hinge tightening, replacing torn or worn endsheets, recasing a text block
into its -over, replacing a worn, torn, or missing cloth spine with a new
one, label repaii or replacement, refashioning bent and tattered book
corners, consolidating or protecting friable leather bindings, Paper
cleaning and mending, and leather treatments.

The protectiue enclosure is an option that consists of protecting fragile,
valuable, or deteriorated materials through means such as phase or clam
shell boxes, portfolios, polyester encapsulations, wrappers' or Polyester

too time-consuming, Iabor intensive, beyond the skills of the technician,
and antithetical to ihe production goals of the program. A small repair
facility cannot match the mass treatments a commercial binder can pro-
vide for these types of materials, including the reduced cost per volume'

Nonroutine Treatments. When an extensive, elaborate, or expensive
treatment option is needed, such as professional conservation, reformat-
ting, replacement or withdrawal, then a formal collection development
evaluation becomes necessary. The decision-making process becomes
more inclusive because it involves the close cooperation of the collection
development staff (or bibliographers or subject specialists) and the pres-
ervation staff.

necessarily be limited to a small number of treatments, as mentioned
elsewhere. A deteriorated book may need repairs that are beyond the
technician's skill level or would take up a great deal of time, thus inter-
rupting production goals. At this point a decision may be made to send
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the book out to a conservator or to replace it, because the treatment ex-
pense would be greater than the value of the item, or to not treat the book
and to return it to the shelf or remove it from circulation. Some books

covers; recent adhesive bound publishers bindings with detached pages
or blocks of textl an older and outdated edition of a work that has limited
use and is in a deteriorated state; a brittle book that is still important to
the collection but is no longer in print and is not available in microform
and cannot be used because of its condition.

Obviously, books identifred during the selection process as rare or
unique should not be treated by the technician. They should be placed in
an entirely different decision-making line. At the most the technician
can produce protective enclosures for them.

In-house.deacidifrcation of book paper is an option for some libraries.
The technician who has specifrc training in this area should not have any
problem with typical and modern book papers. For problematical, ques-
tionable, or older materials, the library should consult with a book or
paper conservator. Any treatment that involves chemicals, safety equip-
ment, special tools, and advanced training, such as that needed for pres-
sure sensitive tape removal, is clearly beyond the capabilities of the tech-
nician and any small in-house repair program.

Srece 3: EverueuoN oF NoNnourrNn OprrcrNs

Rob of Collection Deaelopment Staff. Collection development librarians
are the most knowledgeable about the value of an item, its importance to
the collection, and its"intended use, all of which theoretically should be
taken into account in all treatment decisions. A collection development
librarian should be consulted about all nonroutine materials and their
appropriate treatments, particularly those that are potentially expen-
sive, time-consuming or would change the physical format of the item.
Similar criteria are used in allorcating resources for treatment, as in mak-
ing initial selection decrsrons.'-

Book or paper conseryators can be hired to treat books deteriorated
beyond the skills of the technician or those with intrinsic value.

Iuformation reformatting is accomplished either through preserva-
tion microfrlming or photocopying onto acid-free paper, and may be a
suitable choice for brittle books with substantial intellectual content but
little or no intrinsic value.

An irreparably deteriorated or damaged book, or one that is prohibi-
tively expensive to treat, can be replaced when another copy, edition,
reprint, or microform can be located in the marketplace.

"Nontreatment" or "benign neglect" is a valid and appropriate
treatment recommendation for materials in the following categories:
items that are not considered important enough to treat; those that can
no longer be used without further damage occurring, as with brittle
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books; books and pamphlets that are no longer needed, but which can-
not be withdrawn from the collection; or materials that would be dam-
aged in some way if treated or repaired. Some nontreatments may in-
volve some form of protection, such as a box; otherwise the items may
simply be returned to the stacks or placed into storage.

Sbme materials may no longer be needed by the library (for whatever
reasons) and can be withdrawn from the collection.

Sracn 4: RourrNn Tnn,erunNr IIuprBprnNrATIoN

book and decides what particular repair or treatment must be executed
to protect the book or to make it fully serviceable.

It is reasonable to assume that, on an item-by-item, or type-by-type,

closer examination of the volume.
The conservation technician should approach his or her work with a

good philosophy. Repairs should be performed with skill, good judg-

ment, and efficiency. They should be fundamentally sound, look good,
and in no way cause the book stress or damage. Basically, repairs should
be expeditious, appropriate, and nondamaging.

Conservation of rare materials is usually directed by an unswerving
faith in the reversibility of the treatment (among other considerations);
that is, the treatment can be undone or reversed easily and without dam-

one exception. It normally employs reversible materials:Japanese paper
and starch paste or heat-set t issue.

CoNcr,usroN

The implementation and effectiveness of a book repair program will
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be isolated from all other library operations. A book repair program will
not solve all of a library's preservation problems.

A prescriptive model for an ideal book repair program in any library
cannot be written; each library must tailor its treatment approaches to
meet its own institutional needs. The guidelines offered in this paper are
intended to provide a framework to assist in designing a workable pro-
gram that will maintain permanent collection holdings in serviceable
condition for as long as they support the needs or interests of the institu-
tion's community of users.

Library materials should not be allowed to disintegrate before they
have outlived their need. Today's deteriorating books cannot wait too
long for future corrective action. Collection preservation, keeping li-
brary books serviceable, is a utilitarian goal. Margaret Child articulated
this goal when she stated that we "should not agonize too much over the
finer points of definition of scope, but should begin to deal with the most
easily grasped portion of the problem in an organized way as soon as
possible. ""
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The Utoh Newspqper Proiect

Roberf P. Holley

I Hr Mennrom LrnnaRy AT THE lJNrvnnsrry on LJreH began its long
involvement with Utah newspapers almost by accident.' In the late

Robert P^_llo-lley is_Assistant Director for Technical Services, Marriott Library, Uni-
versity-of Utah, and served as -the project coordinator for the utah Newspaper project.

Th. $I report ofthe project will be available from the U.S. Dept. of Education, Ed"uca-
tional Resources Information Center.
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frles, the editor would usually feature a story on the project with a re-

quest for missing issues. Spencer would arrive on a prearranged date,

bring the paperJback to Salt Lake for filming, and then personally re-

turn them to their owners.

PLANNING PHASE
INrrrar- AND REVISEo Gnaxr Pnoposer

When the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) an-
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PRoJEcr CoNsur,reNr
we decided to engage a consultant because we felt that continuous

day-to-day activitjes-w6uld not occur at a high enough level ro justify
adding a new staff member, even at halftime.We toolied for the folow-
ing qualifications in priority order:

1. Experience in bibliographic control, preferably with cataloging
training

2. Experience in historical research and its methods
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training at the Colorado State Archives, a certifrcate in historical ar-

chives irom the University of Denver, and an M.A. in l'tistory. In addi-

tion, long before the Utah Newspaper Project, he had shown interest in

updating"the newspaper bibliogiaphy for his home state of Colorado.
The consultant's tasks were as follows:
1. Identifying appropriate existing bibliographical and historical

sources that list and/or describe lJtah newspapers
2. Preparing a preliminary checklist from these sources
3. Drawing up a list of possible repositories for Utah newspapers

within tf,e slate and developing a Jtrategy for surveying their hold-

ings
a. Id6ntifying research libraries outside Utah with signifrcant Utah

holdings
5. Conduiting an informal survey of key repositories to estimate the

scope of a complete bibliographic inventory
6. Eximining the holdings of a ripresentative cross section of-reposi-

tories to hilp establis[ appropriate standards for data collection
and verification

7. Planning with Marriott Library staff for phases II and III of the

Utah Newspaper Project.
While we kept-in close c6ntact with Dennis McCargar and.reqrrired

monthly ptogt-.tt reports, he put more emphasis tha-n originally in-

tended bn the"checklist and lessbn planning for phase II. In the end, he

mav have made a wise decision beciuse the checfuist, which is described

below, became the bibliographic cornerstone for phase II and remains

the most complete printed bibliography of Utah newspapers. For his

survey, McCargar selected .enettl.poiitories -including two -academic
libraries, four public libraries, and the Utah State Historical Society.

His findings emphasized the need for on-site visits to obtain the neces-

sary bibliolraphic and holdings information. Finally, he provided a list

of all librar"i.rl n.*tpuper offrces, and museums that he thought might

have newspaper holdings.

PRoJEcr CourrnrNcr
,,IJtah's Newspapers: Traces of Her Past" featured six speakers and

was held on November 18, 1983, in the Marriott Library auditorium.
Publicity had been widely distributed throughoutUtah by using mailing

lists of irchivists, librarians, library school students, journalists, and

professors in departments of history, political science, and communica-
iions. To ov.rco-me an oft-heard criticism about conferences at the Mar-

riott Library, we provided free parking validation. Though in direct

competition'with the inaugural ceremonies for the new president of the

university, the conferencelttracted more than ninety participants from

approximately thirty institutions and included representatives from all

ficets of newspaper publication, preservation, and use.
The quality ofthe conference pipers and the importance of the check-

list cornpiled'by Dennis McCaigar led us to publish them togeth-er in

book format. NEH graciously allowed us to use the ulexpended balance

from the planning {tu.rt ur a publication subsidy. Under the Marriott
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iblary imprint, Utah's Newspapers: Traces of Her Past, edited by Robert
P. Holley, appeared in the late summer of 1984.

CnEcxrrsr

The checklist was edited and expanded by Yvonne Stroup, using a
database set up by the Systems Ofhce in the library.'As staied in lhe

ferences in citation practice. McCargar gathered a total of 1,137 titles
from these secondary sources; but after he discarded2lT thatdid not fit
our agreed-upon definition of a newspaper, the frnal total was 920 Utah
newspapers.

As published in the Newspaper Project book, each entry included

CoNrrNurNG CoNcERNS
BurrorNc rHn CoruseNsus: Pusrrcrry

During both phases, we took care to build support for the Utah News-
paper Project throughout the state. In addition to the benefits of the con-

report on the results of phase I on August 22, 198+ . The release stressed
the number of new titles already acquired and asked for continued sup-
port.
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In connection with the field visits, Yvonne Stroup sent out publicity

timed to arrive at regional newspapers and local radio stations within the

month before her airival. Since the release asked people with missing

graphic control phase.

Grrrs eNp LoeNs FRoM THE Pusrrc

did not agree to our offer of a microhlm copy as a replacement, we ac-

cepted the loss of text as the best possible option. If a library .or museum
owned the issues, we decided io defer microfilming until we knew
whether we would apply for a phase III preservation grant, since we be-

lieved these issues to be in safe hands.
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ested in old issues of the Saft Lake Tribune thathad been used to insulate
the pipes in a factory near Price, Utah.

Puerrc Snnvrcn'

papers to us. When told in most cases that we already held the issues,
many then asked for a financial evaluation. While we have on file the
name of a New York dealer who is interested in nineteenth-century lJtah
newspapers, most inquiries have been about more recent issues or about
the New York Herald rribune facsimile on the assassination of Lincoln. Es-

Brnr,rocnePHrc CoNTRoL
INrrrar euo RBvrsEo GnnNr Pnopesars
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Library had initially prepared its proposal under the first alternative, we

were not as statistically icientifiCas we would have liked in arriving at

our estimate of 500 non-Utah titles held within the state, a number that

ing, was successful.

Pno;ncr Srarr nNo AovrsoRY CouNcIL

CoonorneuoN wrrH Rnrnrno Pno;ncrs

The Utah Newspaper Project was able to coordinate its activities with

two related Utah-bas-ed projects. The more important was the ljtah Un-

ion List of Serials Project.-With partial grant funding,_the Utah State

Library undertook to 
-provide 

a comprehensive union list of all serials
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held within the state. Before proceeding, the library obtained a partici-
pation commitment from all major libraries in Utah. The Utah Newspa-
per Project served as a major part of the University of Utah's contribu-
tion during the first eighteen months. All holdings records input as part
of the newspaper project became part of the Utah Union List of Serials in
addition to being included in newspaper union lists. In this way, other
Utah libraries were relieved of the responsibility of submitting their
newspaper holdings, and the Utah Union List of Serials will serve as one
of the major finding tools for use of the newspaper project's efforts. Sta-
tistically, as of November 1986, the newspaper project was responsible
for 3,298 entries of the 14,055 total in the Utah Union List.

The other project, initially sponsored by ULA's Reference and Adult
Services Section, is concerned with the current and retrospective index-
ing of lJtah newspapers. Now under the direction of ULA's Steering
Committee on Utah Newspaper Indexing, this group called upon the
Utah Newspaper Project as a source of information on the number of
newspapers in Utah and the extent of holdings in various institutions.

Pnr'rrurNenrns

While awaiting the beginning date for the project, we completed the
necessary profiling for OCLC with the help of the Bibliographic Center
for Research. As part of the limited CONSER membership extended to
state newspaper project participants, we received a new three-letter
symbol and agent authorizations for all other locations on the list. All
existing OCLC locations in Utah became part of the profile, and we as-
signed a three-letter symbol to certain major newspaper depositories
such as the Utah State Historical Society and the Church ofJesus Christ
of Latter-Day Saints' libraries. We used one three-letter code with a
fourth-letter subdivision for all other libraries in the state and another
similar sequence for miscellaneous county locations. In the latter case, a
note attached to the holdings gives the exact location.

Stroup and Mounteer were among the nine who attended the third
scheduled training session for state newspaper project participants from
January 30 to February 1, 1985, at OCLC in Dublin, Ohio.

PreN or Acrron

The plan of action for the bulk of the project was remarkably simple.
Stroup and Mounteer examined in detail the almost 19,000 reels of mi-
crofilmed newspapers in the Marriott Library. Beginning with the Utah
portion of the collection, they completed a substantial portion of the cat-
aloging and union listing before Stroup visited the other newspaper re-
positories in the state. Especially for Utah newspapers, she took copies of
Marriott Library findings to use as a base record in describing other
holdings. We also asked for preliminary lists from each repository and
searched unknown titles, usually those from out of state, on OCLC to
determine if an adequate bibliographic record existed. With this infor-
mation Stroup, upon her return, would enter holdings records and,
where necessary, bibliographic records into the OCLC database.
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INveuronvrNc THE Mannrorr Lrnnenv Mrcnonrr-vt

especially bad examples to ease patron frustration.
Project staff set the automatic feed of the reader/printer at the fastest

comfortable speed and then stared intently at the screen as page after

depending upon the number of title changes and missing issues. Since a
daily like the Deseret News takes up a full reel per month, to inventory
each year took a minimum of about fifty minutes under the best of cir-
cumstances.

If a bibliographic record did not already exist in the OCLC database,
they would use the photocopied title pages to prepare a rough work form
to take to the terminal. The time used in scanning for holdings provided
ample opportunity for constructing the basic local data record. In some
complex cases, a single newspaper needed more than one local data rec-
ord because of the limit on the number of characters. In addition, Mar-
riott Library Special Collections held a few hard-copy issues for a sur-
prising number of titles, and that called for a second local data record.
Mounteer did most of the inputting into OCLC, both for the biblio-

listing involved relatively little extra effort.

INveNronvrNG NEwspApERS rN OrHBn Rnposrronres

During the course of the project, the project librarian spent forty-nine
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days away from the Marriott Library. Our previous microfilming efforts
made her task easier in two ways. First, many of the hard-copy files in
newspaper offices were the issues used for microfilming by the Marriott
Library. Second, as part of our agreement with the microfilming com-
pany, we allowed them to use our master negative to make positive cop-
ies for sale to other customers. As a result, most microfilm copies in the
state were duplicates of the ones in the Marriott Library and could be
easily inventoried. In rare instances, to avoid the complexity of retyping
detailed union list holdings for the same microfrlm, we indicated in the

sity had frlmed some (Jtah newspapers on its own; these are therefore
unavailable from the commercial microfilming concern.

On a preliminary trip in August 1985, Stroup learned that the out-of-

they lent us six bound volumes to use for filming missing issues.
The Latter-Day Saints Church libraries provided the most serious un-

expected complication for the project. First, their holdings of out-of-
state newspapers were much larger than anticipated. Second, their li-
brary practice is designed to meet their own needs and is much less in
conformity with national standards than that of other libraries in the
state. We hasten to add, however, that they gave us excellent coopera-
tion in our efforts to overcome the difficulties. Because the Genealogical
Library had recently moved to a new building, the staff was unable to
generate a computer list of newspaper holdings. It was necessary to con-
sult the "Newspapers" subdivision in their "geographic locations" cat-
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alog for the information. The Latter-Day Saints Church Historian's Li-
braiy presented a different sort of problem. Because their holdings are
listed by volume and number rather than by month and day' the tedious
task of conversion was required for integrating their holdings into the

encouraged participation by local branches around the state.

Rerarrorqs wrrn Ornen NewspapnR PRoJECTS

was able to visit us soon afterwards, since her stay allowed us to ex-

North Dakota State lJniversity Library sent us two issues of the Alta
DaiQ Independent; though this newspaper was cited in the checklist, we
hadnot found any issues in Utah and were most grateful for the gift'
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Loose ENos

Phase II of the project, though officially concluded, left some loose
ends that will need to be tied up in the future. For example, we have not
completely inventoried the broken runs of out-of-state newspapers at the
Brigham Young lJniversity Library. We need to devise a strategy to in-
clude the out-of-state holdings at the Latter-Day Saints Church l i-
braries. We have asked for assistance in our search for newspapers pub-
lished in and around the Ute Indian reservation. We were not able to
include newspapers in major microform sets, such as American Indian
Newspapers, IJnderground Newspapers, and Early American Newspa-
pers; however, these have been assigned a low priority in the national
program, since the microform sets are widely held and have standard-
ized holdings. Finally, miscellaneous issues of titles that need to be mi-
crofilmed are scattered throughout the state.

EvALUATToN oF THE Pno;rcr
Srarrsrrcs

During the course of the twenty-one-month Utah Newspaper Project,
we created 827 new bibliographic records and used 501 existing ones,
listing a total of 1,328 newspapers. We authenticated 44 records not pre-
viously examined by a CONSER participant. We created 3,298 local
data records.

The project librarian annotated a copy of the checklist to monitor the
number of Utah newspaper titles. She made some titles into see refer-
ences and deleted others inappropriate to the list. She was able to use 3 1 9
titles as listed, to which she added 206, bringing the total number of
Utah newspapers examined in the project to 525. Of these, the Marriott
Library has at least some holdings for 4BB Utah newspapers (93.0%).
This fact confirms our supposition that we probably have the most com-
plete holdings of Utah newspapers in existence.

Utah newspaper repositories hold 803 out-of-state newspapers pub-
lished in the U.S., a figure substantially above our projection of 500.
Utah has strong holdings for neighboring states, notably Nevada and
Idaho, and for states such as New York and Illinois that were important
in the history of Mormonism. During the project, we cataloged newspa-
pers in Danish, Dutch, German, Greek, Japanese, Norwegian, and
Swedish, most of which were published in Salt Lake City for ihe ethnic
communities.

CouclusroNs

We believe that this report suggests that the project was a success.
While loose ends remain, newspapers in Utah are now under good bib-
liographic control both for cataloging and union listing. While some mi-
crofilming remains to be done, we currently believe that the best strategy
is for the Marriott Library to film the remaining newspapers as its fi-
nances permit, without a further grant from NEH. We expect some help
from other states as they discover Utah newspapers within their collec-
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tions. We will continue to microfilm all Utah newspapers as they are
published, at a current cost of about $14,000 annually, and to keep the
bibliographic and holdings records up to date.

We are presently unsure how best to distribute the Utah Newspaper
Union List. For Utah libraries, all the entries will appear in the Utah
Union List of Serials, and we are sending each participating repository a
list of its newspaper holdings with the bibliographic record and the at-
tached local data records. Since the Utah State Library has the machine-
readable data from OCLC, we will work together to determine whether
a separate list devoted solely to newspapers is desirable. If we should de-
cide to do so, the task will not be diffrcult. We may wait to see if out-of-
state institutions ask for a list of Utah newspaper holdings.

Our advice to other potential applicants for state newspaper projects is
not to underestimate the scope of the task. Newspaper holdings turn up
where least expected, especially if a media campaign succeeds in reach-
ing the public. The time involved in inventorying long runs of newspa-
pers on microform is substantial. Physical strengh and stamina are re-
quirements for working with hard-copy bound volumes. We found
inventorying to be the truly diffrcult portion of the task. After a short
training period, newspaper cataloging becomes routine, as does the ac-
curate creation oflocal data records.

With this, we offrcially close the project. Once more, we wish to thank
the numerous individuals and institutions who helped us to accomplish
the task. These librarians, newspaper publishers, archivists, research-
ers, and concerned individuals have much to be proud of. Finally, we
acknowledge the critical role of NEH, whose frnancial support made it
all possible.
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Virgin Valley Enterprise
Counlt: Y,lashington CitT: Virgin City Dates: 1908?-1909?
Sources: Alter, Early Utah journalism
Comments: Editors: M. Earl. M.F. Sutton, M.A. Hamilton

Frequency Wkly-Th

Voice of Sharon
Countlt: Utah City:Provo Dates; 1933?-1947?
Sourees: Ayers 1945; Newspapers in Microform: USA 1948-72
Commtnts: Frequency: Wkly-Th Notas: A47N
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Warren Foster's Paper
Countlt: SaltLake City: SalnLake Dates: 1890?-1900?
Sources : Gregory, Ameriian Newspapers, 1B2l - 1936
Comrnents: Editors: W. Foster Related Titles: Living Issues

Frequeney: W}Jy?

Wasatch Wave
Countlt: Wasatch City: Heber Dates: 03/2317889-???
Sourc is ;  Ayers1896,  1940,19+1,19+4,19+7,1975,1979,1980,1981;UtahNewspa-
per Assoc. Directory 1983; Alter, Early UtahJournalism; Gregory, American News-
papers ,  lB21-1936
Comments: Editors: W. Buys, W.H. Kenner,G.Barzee, C.N..Broadbent,J.A. Wal-
l is, J.H. Mountford, F.W. Mountford, R.M. Buys, D. Hampshire, R. Hicken, J.
Arnett Frequency: Wkly-F

Washington County News (1898)
County. Washington Citl: St.George Dates:06/lB/7898-07/28/1900
Sources: Alter, Early UtahJournalism
Comrnents: Relatzd Titles: Dixie Falcon

Washington County News (1908)
County: Washington City: St. George Dates: 06/3011908-????
Sources: Ayers 1909, 1935,1941,1950, 1959, 1974,1977;Alter, EarlyUtahJournal-
ism; Gregory, American Newspapers, 182l-1936.
Cotnments Editors:J.R. Wall is,J.F. Stauffer, E.R Simpson, D.R. Conway, C.W.
Lyman, F.W. Mountford,J. Mountford Frequenqt' Wkly-Th
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IN MEMORIAM
DORALYNJ. IIICKEY

5 October 1929-18 March 1987

197 5/76-1977 /78; chaft , AACR2 Introductory Program Committee;
ALA counci lor ,  1974/75-1976/77;  and RTSD div is ion counci lor ,

who sat beside her at meetings marveled at her quick grasp of problems
and her ability to offer sensible solutions on the spur of the moment.

When Doralyn Hickey was presented with the Margaret Mann Cita-
tion, she responded with an eloquent plea to her colleagues, asking us to
help new members of our profession become actively involved members
of ALA and RTSD. This double concern for people and for her much-
loved professional organization won for Doralyn the love and respect of
her fellow workers, students, and associates and may well contribute more
to keeping her memory green than her more concrete contributions to the
Iibrary piofession, outstanding though they were.-Frances Hinton and
Elizabeth Tate.
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"serving college and university libraries for over 12 years"
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\X/here would you look if you wanted to find:

o articles, wriffen in French, about the use
of photography in the works of Pulitzer
Prize-winning author Claude Simon?

. studies on the feminist implications of
Manuel Puig's Kiss of tlte Spider
IYoman?

. interviews with South African writers?

o analyses of the film adaptation of John
Fowles's Frenc/t Lieutenant's Woman?



Look who's improving
automated technical

pfocessmg

Order ffi Receive $# Claim ffi Bind
Route ffi Manage funds ffi Send orders electronically

Link to LS/2000 local system ffi Link to online Union catalog
Benefit from network and OCLC support and training

Acquisitions
ACQ3lo

Microcomputer-based
Svstem

Serials Control
SC350

Microcomputer-basecl
SYStem

Direct Transmission
DX

SYstem

For information' contact your participating

Network Office, or call OCLC toll-free.
(8oo) E4s-5E78 (8oo) 848'8286 (ohio)

ffillllll
Online Computer Library Center

6565 Frantz Road
Dublin, Ohio 43017 -O7Oz



Using MIA Online, the compurer-accessible form of the MLA'
International Bibliograplty, you can identify-in ten minutes or
less-sources that explore the influence of photography on
Simon's novels, the feminist implications of Manuel Puig's works,
literature in South Afiica, and the film adaptations of books.
MIA Online provides access ro the world's largest bibliography of
works on literature, languages, and linguistics. And that's not all.
MIA Online also offers information on politics and law; film,
television, and radio; social sciences; philosophy; anthropology
and folklore; psycholog)'; and religion. It is available through
Dialog Information Retrieval Services.

As of March 1987, MIA Online included 766,g12 citations from
the 1966 to 1981 volumes of the MLA International Bibliography.
An expansion of the data base is under way; soon every volume
of the BibltographJt which began publication rn t921, will be
added to the online file. More imponant, monthly updates to
MIA Online began in December 1986, making bibliographical
information from 1985 publications available to online users well
before the bound volumes of the Bibliograplty are published.

\Y/hen librarians search MIA Online, they get immediate, up-to-
date answers to research questions.

hr a brochure describing MIA Online
in detail, please write or call Dee Ella
Spears, Manager of Online and Special
Services, at the Modern Language
Association, t0 Astor Place, New York,
NY 10003, Qrz\ 614-6310.
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II nanonai irererence uook rs
7 V superior !o any other serials reference

book " Has that oromise been kept?
Here's what one reviewer said,

Order NOW before the Premier
Edition is out of print! Call Toll-Free
t-800-826-3024.

EBsco PuBusHrNG 'ffie\

'A KNOCKOUTT EBSCO will replace the
ulrich's familv of serlals references as the
prime source 6finformadon on regular and
irregular ttfles."

'congratulations on an outstanding publica-
tion . . . every type of library wiil find it the
best source for serials information."

I(athy Hoffman, Associate Dir€ctor
Texas Medical C€nter Library
Houston Academy of Medicine

We promised more information than any other
serials reference book Reviewers report:

"The Serials Directory is much more consls-
tent in statinglanguage ofpublication and it
stands alone in giving LC, Dewey. and NLM
classincadon numbers for many titles."

Wlson Library Bullein
' FebMry 1987

"Over 113,OOO s€rials worldwide are listed
with infomration such as Lc, UD, DD, &
NLM classes, CODEN, tide statement, key
title, current & past lSSNs, CONSER control
numbers, lndices in whtch listed, ifbooks
are reviewed, language, country non-paper
ve6lons, price, ftequency."

ReferenG And Resarch Book N€ws
winter, 1987

The Premier Edition of The Serials Directory is
available NOW Should you wait for the next edi-
tion before placing your order? The reviewer at
Reflerence And Research Book News advises:
"t/e recommend that any library having
an active serials depariment not await
rhe 1967 edition."

R€ference And Resarch BookNews
Winter. 1987

Another reviewer wrote:
"In the comparison that counts the most,
dudng the time the EBsco directory was
under review, it was able to answer several
reference questions Ulrlch's failed on. "

Wilson Ubrary Bulletin
February 1987

And, here's what two users had to say:
"The work is authoritative and much more
up-to-date than anything else available. I'm
espectally impressedwith the incluslon of
rhe coNsER numbers. what a help! "

Cenevieve I clay, Head
cenlral Serials
E6tern lGnocky Universily

THE SERTALS DInECIORY is publishedby EDSCO Publtshlng r Box 1945 . Ekmlnghm, lrLSSml



WILSONDISC OFFERS
I CD.ROll Access

Search each database on a
separate compact d isc.  And,
wi th the touch of  a but ton,
you can update your search
onl ine-at  no addi t ional
charge !

r Online Access
For access to the most current
data,  subscr ibers to each
WILSONDISC database re-
ceive unl imi ted onl ine search
time in that database. YoU
pay only the nominal  hour ly
te lecommunicat ions rate-no
addi t ional  charge!

Four Search ilodes
for Users at All Leyels
I BROWSE llode

The same access points as the

3 WILSONLINE@ llode
The same commands avai lable
w i t h  t he  WILSONL INE  on l r ne
retrieval system

4 EXPERT Mode
Expanded screen handl ing
;il4;;i ;s i;ilii."', 

""3'more.

WILSONDISC Databases
Each database is available as a
separate compact d isc updated
and cumulated quarter ly .
r  Appl ied Science &

Technology Index
r Art  lndex
r Biography Index
I  Business Per iodicals lndex
r Cumulat ive Book lndex
r Education lndex
!  General  Science Index
I  Humani t ies lndex
I  Index to Legal  Per iodicals
r  L ibrary L i te iature
I  Readers 'Cuide to

Per iodical  L i terature
I  Socia l  Sciences Index

Unlimited Online
Searching with Your
WILSONDISC Subscription
Subscr ibers to a WILSONDISC
database can also take advantage
of unl imi ted onl ine searchingin
that database for the entire term
of their  subscr ipt ion.  The only
addi t ional  fee is  the nominal
Wl LSONDISC te lecommunica-
t ions charge.

SPECIAL OFFER!
Demonstration Disc
AYailable
The specially-priced Wl LSOND ISC
Demonstrat ion Disc contains
six months of  data f  rom 16 Wi lson
databases, and allows all of the
CD-ROM search capabi l i t ies
avai lablewi th Wl LSONDISC. The
Demonstrat ion Disc is  avai lable
at $99, deductible from vour first
invoice for  a resularWlLSONDlSC
database subscr iot ion.

To Order Gall Toll.Free:
1.800.367.6770
(fr|'l In New York State call
lt ll 1-800-462-6060; in Canada, call
llJl collect Z2-588-8400.
THE H.W. WILSOI{ COIYIPANY
950 University Ave
Bronx ,  NY

familiar Wilson printed -.. . , i
indexes.  " : ' '  " '  

" '
2  WILSEARCH'

Mode
Easy-to-follow
menu opt ions
simpl i fy  search
formulat ion.



Booklist Builds Better

Booklisf streamlines the selection process,
with:

-timely reviews of recommended
materialsonly

-coverage of books, films, videos,
and software

- full bibliographic information
-special features and multimedia

lists on high-interest topics

Make Booklisf your acquisitione corner-
stone! Twenty-two issues a year are only
$51; $65 in Canada and other countries.

Bookltsr
Subscription Dept EX8687
Afnerican Library Association
50 EastHuron Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611



experience performing retrospective
automated authority conuol edits.

We have performed subject authority
control on hundreds ofMARC databases
since LC besan issuine machine read-
able subject"authorityiata in 1973; and
name authority conhol on over l5O
MARC databases since [C began issu-
ing machine readable name authority
data in 1982. In addition, we were first
to ofier library specific authority files for
loading into online systems. Our staffof
authority conhol editors has combined
experience ofover 33 years, and applies
manual corections to your bibliographic
records where the automated system-
stops.

Blackwell is interested in yourproj-
ect, and will deliver professional service
on schedule.

* AUTHORITY CONTROL CUSTOMERS
Onwio lqislatiw Dbrey
U niffiit, { I Uiruis at C hieago
Unimity of Viwin, EuChne
GwCiryPublie l;bw
Un;E6i1i{Oregm
Unimity{N*eDw
BaISt4tc Unimity
Coilcge of Vinim & Mary
U n i m i q { T r c , E l P w
Wm Ihunbull C owty htbltu librwy
lnwunimit,
Unimit,ofDelw
Rollirc CoUcge
louisimStatc Unimity
Jolw Hqkiw Uniffiity

For more information on authoritv control
for your library, contact Blackweil's au-
thorities on authoritv control at the ad-
dressbelow.

Tmhnical Services Division
BL\CKWELL NORTTI AMERICA. INC.

6024 S. W. Jean Road. Buildins G
lakeOswego, OR97034 

-

Phone toll-free (8001 il7 {,/,26
@Bl&kwcll Nodh




